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ABSTRACT 

 This thesis is divided into two parts, each of which examines aspects of 

bloodstain analysis where gravity is the main force applied to blood. Part I is a 

preliminary study on the dynamics of blood flow on various inclined surfaces and 

examines the use of blood analogs for easy test replication. The flow of uncoagulated 

human blood at different volumes and temperatures was examined on wood at a set 

angle of 1.5°, and on glass at varying incline angles. Glycerol solutions of 59% and 

42% were used to represent blood at 23°C and 37°C respectively. Glycerol flow trials of 

similar volumes were conducted on wood, PVC and glass. Fluid flow plots of distance 

versus time exhibited double exponential curve behaviour, although a power-law 

relationship derived by H. E. Huppert’s (1982) flow expression was obtained for blood 

flowing on inclined wood. Blood flow exhibited several observable characteristics; a 

decreasing width of the leading edge over time, and streaking and component separation 

of the leading region at very low speeds.  On a glass surface, the width of the initial 

flow region decreased and initial speed increased with increasing angles. The glycerol 

analogs used in this study did not represent their blood counterparts well due to 

differences in physical properties of the fluids. Part II of this study focuses on the 

forensic value of passive bloodstains on three fabrics; 100% cotton drill, 65/35 polyester 

cotton, and 100% Shantung silk. 26 μL drops of 37°C human blood were deposited onto 

the three fabrics and paper from a height of 14 cm at various impact angles. The stains 

were photographed and analysed qualitatively and quantitatively using computational 

methods. 100% cotton drill, 65/35 polyester cotton and ironed 100% Shantung silk 

provided useful forensic values such as direction of travel and angle of impact. Overall, 

this study has provided useful preliminary data for further research work.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Blood flow in forensic science 

The shedding of blood is very often an accompaniment to crimes committed by 

violent means. In many cases where severe wounds are inflicted upon a victim, blood 

will often be seen to have flowed from the victim and onto their surrounding surfaces. 

With sufficient quantity, the flow may end in pools when the surface involved is 

relatively horizontal, or will flow in streams and rivulets when the surface is vertical or 

inclined.  

 

In criminal investigations, it is often important to determine the time a wound 

was inflicted, or the time a homicide victim was felled. By understanding and 

determining the time blood takes to flow certain distances over inclined surfaces, this 

crucial time element may be established in situations where the conditions are met. As 

yet, this area of blood flow in the field of forensic science has not been significantly 

investigated.  

 

In the field of fluid mechanics, however, the area has been explored for non-

biological fluids such as water, oils and glycerine (Gaskell et al. 2004; Goodwin & 

Homsy 1991; O'Brien & Schwartz 2002). In the year 1982, Huppert developed a thin 

film flow theory that modelled the flow of fluids down an inclined surface (Huppert 

1986). The theory provides an expression for the velocity of the flow’s leading edge that 

is a function of its height and the width of the stream. The expression is a relatively 

simple one and has been used in most fluid-based research to characterise the base flow 

of viscous fluids. The application of such a theory to blood flow problems in forensic 

science may be invaluable in modelling and predicting its behaviour. 

 

On the practical side of things, copious amounts of blood may be required for 

repeated experimental flow trials, especially in situations where on-site experiments 

may need to be conducted. Blood analogs are commonly used in medical research to 

replace blood as a fluid for experimental purposes (Mansour 1989 & Zapanta et al. 
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1993). This study also explores the possibility of using cheap, non-toxic fluids that have 

similar physical properties to blood for the purpose of conducting repeated experiments.  

 

1.2 Objectives of Part I 

The main objectives of this study were 1) To observe and understand the 

behaviour of simple blood flow on an inclined surface, 2) To determine if blood flow 

behaviour can be characterised using a simple flow theory, 3) To explore the possibility 

of using blood analogs to represent blood in experimental flow trials.  

 

1.3 Outline of Part I 

 Chapter 2 is a literature review of blood and its flow dynamics. The chapter also 

provides an introduction to the thin film flow theory that is examined in this study. 

Chapter 3 provides an overview of the materials, methods and experimental set-ups that 

were used to study fluid flow. Chapter 4 presents the results of the experiments, along 

with an analysis and discussion of what was found. Chapter 5 concludes this study and 

gives recommendations for future research work.  
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

      

2.1 Introduction 

 This chapter reviews the information available in scientific literature on the 

subject of blood flow dynamics. This chapter serves to provide an understanding of the 

components of blood, its rheological properties, and how these characteristics contribute 

to its flow behaviour. A review of thin film flow is also given to explain the flow of thin 

liquids down an inclined surface. The combined knowledge of these subjects should 

then provide a basic understanding of the features of this project. 

 

2.2  Blood rheology  

 Rheology is the study of the deformation and flow of matter (Wonder 2001). 

The rheological properties of a liquid are quantifiable features such as viscosity, 

elasticity, shear stress and shear strain, that can characterize its behaviour and response 

to applied forces (Thurston 2002). This section examines the qualitative and 

quantitative rheological parameters of whole blood that are important to this study.  

 

2.2.1 Blood composition 

Blood is defined as a connective tissue consisting of a suspension of cells within 

an aqueous solution (Wonder 2001; Woodcock 1976). The cellular component of blood 

is made up of red cells (erythrocytes), white cells (leukocytes), and platelets (Woodcock 

1976). These cells are suspended in a solution called plasma. A more detailed 

description of each blood component is provided below. 

 

Red blood cells, the main cellular component, constitutes 40-45% of whole 

blood volume, with approximately 5 × 10
6
 cells per mm

3
 of whole blood (Mansurov, 

Kulebyakin & Vilanskaya 1996). Red blood cells are biconcave discs with a diameter of 
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8.1 µm and are tasked with transporting haemoglobin, an oxygen carrying molecule, 

throughout the body (Woodcock 1976). It is estimated that 70% of a single red blood 

cell is composed of water, while the remaining 30% is composed primarily of 

haemoglobin (Woodcock 1976).  

 

White cells can be found within the range of 5 – 8 ×10
3
 cells per mm

3
 of blood 

and are responsible for staving off disease and infection in the body (Woodcock 1976). 

Platelets are cells that initiate blood clotting, and have a normal count of 250 – 500 × 

10
3
 per mm

3
 of blood (Woodcock 1976). While white cells range in size from 6 to 20 

µm, platelets are much smaller, with a diameter of 2.5 µm (Woodcock 1976). 

 

The final component of blood is plasma, an aqueous solution that acts as a 

medium to transport red blood cells. Plasma consists mainly of water (90%), but also 

contains other substances such as proteins, enzymes, antibodies, and clotting factors 

(Woodcock 1976). 

  

It is clearly apparent that blood is a complex fluid, made up of many different 

components that can each exhibit different rheological properties. However, crime 

scenes generally produce whole blood, therefore this study will only be concentrating 

on whole blood properties, although it will be seen in the following section that the 

components of blood can significantly influence its flow. 

 

2.2.2 Blood viscoelasticity 

 Blood is known to be a viscoelastic fluid; one that exhibits viscous behaviour, as 

well as elasticity (Lin, Liu & Zhang 2005). This combined property has been shown to 

play an important role in how blood flows and to better understand it, each property will 

first be examined separately (Thurston 1972). 

 

Viscosity can be defined as a fluid’s resistance to flow. Referring to Figure 2.1, 

deformation occurs when a force is applied to a volume of material. Consider two plates 

with an area of A, separated apart by a fluid with the separation height of H. The two 

plates are moved at a velocity (V) by a force (F) relative to each other.  The shear stress 
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acting on the fluid is the force divided by the area perpendicular to the force (F/A), 

while the shear strain can be quantified by the displacement or deformation per unit 

height (D/H). The rate of shear strain (also called shear rate in some papers) then, is the 

velocity per unit height (V/H) (Chaplin 2007).  

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1 Shear stress and shear rate of a fluid separated by two plates (from Chaplin 

2007). 

 

 

Newton’s law states that for some fluids the shear stress (F/A) is proportional to 

the rate of shear strain (V/H), and if plotted for a certain temperature, will show a linear 

relationship with a constant slope. The proportionality constant is known as the 

Dynamic viscosity, sometimes referred to as Absolute viscosity (Chaplin 2007).  

 

Dynamic viscosity units 

The units of dynamic viscosity, µ are:  Pa•s 

1.00 Pa•s = 10 poise = 1000 centipoise (cP) 

Water at a temperature of 20°C has a viscosity of 1.002 centipoise (cP).  

(Munson, Young & Okiishi 2002) 

 

Kinematic viscosity units 

http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/hyrhe.html#dyn
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 Kinematic viscosity, v, is the dynamic viscosity of a fluid divided by its density 

and has units of  m
2
/s 

1.0 m
2
/s = 10,000 stokes = 1,000,000 centistokes (cSt) 

Water at a temperature of 20°C has a viscosity of 1.004 × 10
-6

 m
2
/s 

This evaluates to 1.004 centistokes (cSt). 

This value must be converted back to 1.004 × 10
-6

 m
2
/s for use in SI calculations. 

(Munson, Young & Okiishi 2002) 

 

Fluids that exhibit the property where their dynamic viscosity is independent of 

the shear strain rate are known as Newtonian fluids (Kim 2002). All other fluids are 

considered non-Newtonian. Blood is a non-Newtonian fluid, as its dynamic viscosity 

varies with shear strain rate. If a shear stress is applied to blood and is plotted against 

the shear strain rate, the plot will show that blood’s dynamic viscosity decreases with 

increasing shear strain rate (refer to Figure 2.2). This effect is called shear-thinning and 

is a known property of blood (Anand & Rajagopal 2004; Eckmann et al. 2000).  

 

 

 

Figure 2.2 Shear stress versus shear strain rate plots showing fluid shear thinning and 

shear thickening effects. Newtonian fluids have a dynamic viscosity independent of 

shear strain rate (from Chaplin 2007).  

 

 

Elasticity is the ability of a body to return to its original shape after an applied 

stress has been removed. Fully elastic materials return to their original state almost 

immediately, while slightly elastic materials lose a significant amount of energy along 

the way and may not fully return to their original position even after some time.  In this 
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situation, the red blood cells are the main contributor of elasticity to blood (Thurston 

2002). Red blood cells possess the ability to flatten, lengthen, bend, or in other words, 

deform, when passing through small blood capillaries and can return to their original 

shape when in wider arteries (Jay 1973; Shin et al. 2004). This is due to an elastic and 

permeable cell membrane that allows a red blood cell to lose up to 12% of its volume to 

its external medium when under mechanical stress (Jay 1973). After a further 20% loss, 

the cell would not be able to return to its original shape (Jay 1973).  

  

It can be seen from these explanations that the combination of the viscosity and 

elasticity of blood contribute greatly to the behaviour of flowing blood. If the viscosity 

and elasticity of blood is plotted against the shear rate, a graph much like the one in 

Figure 2.3 will be produced. In the graph, a decrease in elasticity and viscosity can be 

observed with increasing shear rate.  The reason for the shear thinning effect and the 

changes in the elasticity of blood can be traced back to the microscopic structure of 

blood. At different shear rates, the components of blood play active roles in determining 

whole blood viscosity and elasticity (Thurston 2002). 

 

 

  

Figure 2.3 The viscosity and elasticity (poise) of blood and the behaviour of red blood 

cells at different shear strain rates (1/sec) (Chaplin 2007). 
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When blood is at rest, red blood cells will tend to aggregate in a space efficient 

manner and will form a continuous structure (Thurston 1972; Woodcock 1976). To 

break up the structure or to initiate a flow from rest, a force large enough to overcome 

the internal forces of the fluid is required (Kim 2002; Woodcock 1976). This force is 

called yield stress, and is estimated to be between 3 × 10
-4

 and 2 × 10
-2

 Pa for blood 

with a red blood cell volume percentage between 30% and 50% (Woodcock 1976). 

  

Once the structure has been disrupted and blood is flowing at low shear rates, 

the red blood cells will tend to stack or aggregate linearly and form rouleaux, as shown 

in Figure 2.4 (Kang 2002). When in this formation, the viscoelasticity of blood is 

predominantly determined by the effect of red blood cell aggregation (Thurston 2002). 

In rouleaux formation, red cells will tumble when flowing in large vessels. The 

tumbling disturbs the flow and will consume energy, consequently increasing blood 

viscosity at low shear strain rates (Kim 2002). The cells are also able to store elastic 

energy, leading to high blood elasticity (Anand & Rajagopal 2004). 

 

 

 

Figure 2.4 Rouleaux formations of red blood cells (from Kim 2002).  

 

 

 As the shear strain rate increases, the average number of red blood cells in each 

rouleau decreases (Kang 2002). When the shear strain rate is larger than a certain 

critical value, the rouleau is broken up into individual cells. The cells will tend to orient 

in the direction of flow but still maintain their biconcave shape (Kang 2002). In this 

subcritical region, the aggregation property on the viscoelasticity reduces, and the 
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influence of the red cell deformability will begin to increase as the cells begin to lose 

the ability to store elastic energy (Thurston 2002).  

  

Finally, at supercritical shear strain rates, the red blood cells will deform, lose 

the ability to store elastic energy and align themselves with the flow, forming layers of 

red blood cells that are separated by layers of plasma (Anand & Rajagopal 2004). At 

this point, the viscoelasticity of blood is dominated by the deformability of the red 

blood cells. For an illustration of the behaviour of red blood cells at different shear 

rates, refer back to Figure 2.3. 

 

Therefore, the flow of blood is greatly dependent on its overall components and 

microstructure, and as such, the viscoelastic properties of blood can be influenced by a 

number of variables. Firstly, blood cells that are rigid or less likely to deform will not be 

able to form layers at high shear rates and will have difficulty aggregating (Thurston 

2002). Red blood cells with this property could lead to low whole blood elasticity and 

viscosity (Kim 2002). 

 

Secondly, the volume percentage of packed red blood cells in whole blood, 

defined by the haematocrit value, is a parameter that many researchers have found to 

influence blood viscosity and elasticity. For example, the higher the haematocrit value, 

the higher the whole blood viscosity and elasticity (Eckmann et al. 2000; Thurston 

1972). The haematocrit value is one that can vary from individual to individual, 

depending on medications that have been imbibed and diseases such as leukaemia.  

 

Additionally, plasma, which is a Newtonian fluid, has a viscosity that is different 

from red blood cell viscosity (Eckmann et al. 2000; Woodcock 1976). Its constituents, 

such as various proteins and salts, can change its viscosity depending on which 

component is present (Woodcock 1976). The presence of fibrinogen, which is a 

molecule involved in blood clotting has been shown to increase plasma viscosity by 

20% (Woodcock 1976). This is a factor that will need to be taken into account in 

forensic situations as blood clotting is nearly always present after blood has been shed 

at crime scenes. 
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Finally, blood viscoelasticity is also dependent on temperature. Typically, at low 

temperatures, blood viscosity is high due to decreased red blood cell deformability and 

increased plasma viscosity (Kim 2002). Figure 2.5 shows Eckmann (2000) temperature 

vs. viscosity results for 4 healthy individuals at a fixed shear rate. 

  

 

 

Figure 2.5 Changes in viscosity (cP) due to temperature (ºC) for the blood of 4 healthy 

individuals at a fixed shear rate (from Eckmann et al. 2000).  

 

 

2.2.3 Blood surface tension and cohesion 

The surface tension of blood is a rheological parameter infrequently mentioned 

in studies of blood rheology. This is possibly because the studies are often conducted on 

capillary-enclosed blood flow within the body and surface tension may not be a factor 

involved in such situations. In forensic cases however, blood is often immediately 

exposed to air after leaving the body, and blood flow could be influenced by surface 

tension forces acting on the surface of the blood and cohesion forces acting within it.  

  

The various components of blood (cells and molecules) experience strong 

particle-particle attractive forces called cohesive forces (Kim 2002). These forces are 

known as van der Waals-London forces and Coulombic forces and are the forces that 

need to be overcome by the yield stress (see Section 2.2.2) (Kim 2002). Being strongly 

cohesive, blood particles are always attracted to each other with each particle or cell 
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pulled equally in all directions by neighbouring particles, resulting in a net force of zero 

within the fluid.  

  

At the surface of the liquid, blood particles are pulled inward by other particles 

deeper inside the liquid. Since there are no particles on the outside to balance these 

forces, the surface particles are subjected to an inward cohesive force, which is balanced 

out by the resistance of blood to compression (Rosina et al. 2007). There could also be a 

small outward attraction caused by air molecules, but as air is less dense than blood, this 

force is negligible (Rosina et al. 2007). The force or intensity of the attraction per unit 

length along any line in the surface is called surface tension, and is designated by the 

Greek symbol σ (Munson, Young & Okiishi 2002). 

 

Surface tension units 

In S.I. units surface tension (σ) is measured in N/m. 

 

The cohesion and surface tension of blood are also strongly affected by the 

haematocrit value of blood. A higher haematocrit leads to higher cohesion and 

subsequently, requires a larger force to break the surface tension of blood. The surface 

tension of whole blood is also affected by temperature, whereby there is a linear 

decrease in surface tension with temperature (Figure 2.6). 
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Figure 2.6 Changes in surface tension (N/m) of blood from 15 human subjects (average 

value shown) at different temperature (ºC). A line of linear regression function of whole 

blood surface tension σ(T) = (–0.473T + 70.105) ×10
–3 

N/m is drawn and line reliability 

is expressed by R (from Rosina et al. 2007). 

 

 

2.3 Thin film flow 

 Inspection of the literature appears to suggest that the study of blood as a fluid 

flowing down an inclined plane has not yet been addressed. A simplistic and 

phenomenological approach to this problem is undertaken in the present project, with 

the objective of describing possible forensic applications in mind. 

 

Consider a fluid released from a fluid source onto an inclined surface. When in 

contact with the surface, the fluid will then flow down the plane under the influence of 

gravity. The expanse of fluid on the inclined surface is generally a thin liquid film, 

which is essentially a liquid layer bounded by two surfaces where the distance between 

the surfaces is so small that interaction occurs (Ivanov 1988). In this situation, the fluid 
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layer is bounded by air on one side, and a solid on the other. Normally, thin liquid films 

are bounded by the same substrate (e.g. gas bubbles), but where the film divides a solid 

and a gas substrate such as this one, it is said to be a wetting film (Sjoblom 2006).  

 

The flow of a wetting film on a solid surface is known as thin film flow, defined 

by O’Brien & Schwartz (2002: 5283) as follows; 

 

A typical thin film flow consists of an expanse of liquid partially 

bounded by a solid substrate with a (free) surface where the liquid is exposed to 

another fluid (usually a gas and most often air in applications). Typically, the 

thickness, H, in one direction is much smaller than the characteristic length 

scale, L, in the other directions. The flow takes place predominantly in the 

direction of one of the longer dimensions under the action of an external forcing 

(e.g., gravity, surface tension gradients, a rotating substrate). A simple and 

obvious example is the flow of a (thin) raindrop down a windowpane under the 

action of gravity. 

 

Thus, thin film flow can be used to describe most flows that involve a moving 

sheet of liquid. It is applicable to many areas in industry and nature, such as coating 

processes, lubrication, painting, microchips, biological tissue and alveoli studies. It has 

been used in glacier and lava flow studies, and subsequently, can be applied to blood 

flow where these conditions are met. 

2.3.1 Thin film flow instabilities 

The behaviour of thin film flow has been well documented in the literature. 

Generally, once a fluid has been released and is flowing steadily as a thin film flow, 

they are prone to various kinds of disturbances, better known as instabilities, due to 

surface interactions of the bounding substrates. Instabilities occur in various forms, all 

of which have been studied extensively due to their importance in industrial processes. 

Examples of instabilities are the development of ripples or gravity waves on a thin 

film’s surface, and the formation of fingers where regions of the flow suddenly proceed 

much faster than others (Goodwin & Homsy 1991; Roy & Jain 1989). 
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The causes of these instabilities are numerous and well studied. For example, 

there is the Rayleigh-Taylor instability where gravitational forces act upon a density 

difference at the fluid interface of the film (Ivanov 1988). Bernard convections occur 

when gravitational forces act upon a temperature induced density gradient, while 

Marangoni instabilities occur due to concentration inhomogeneities (Ivanov 1988). 

Hydrodynamic forces that arise from the presence of parallel flows in the film are called 

Kelvin-Helmholtz and shear flow instabilities (Ivanov 1988).  

 

Thus, very thin films are more prone to instabilities due to increasing surface 

interaction effects (Ivanov 1988). For very thick films however, the interaction becomes 

negligibly small and the properties of the film surfaces become identical to the surface 

properties of the bulk solution from which the film is made (Ivanov 1988). The 

mathematical simulation and prediction of these instabilities have been covered 

extensively in the literature (see Huppert (1982), Gaskell et al. (2006), and O’Brien & 

Schwartz (2002) for some published examples).  

 

2.3.2 Thin film flow modelling 

The classical model for thin film flow was developed by Huppert (1982). 

Huppert ignored surface tension effects and assumed viscous flow down a constant 

slope. Using the approximations of lubrication theory and the equation of continuity, 

Huppert (1982) obtained an expression for the speed of the steadily flowing advancing 

front of a flow. For an understanding of lubrication theory and the continuity equation, 

refer to Acheson (1990). Equation 2.1 shows Huppert’s solution where the position of 

the flow’s leading edge is proportional to t
1/3

, 

 

1/3

1/3
29

  =  
4

A g sin
x t





 
 
 

 ,    (Equation 2.1)
 

 

where x is the position of the position of the flow’s leading edge, A is the cross-

sectional area along the direction of the flow, g is the gravitational constant, α is the 

angle of the incline, ν is the kinematic viscosity, and t is time.  
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Huppert’s expression has been shown to be in good agreement with his 

experimental data though it is considered to be incomplete as surface tension effects are 

not included (Huppert 1982). As shown in Figure 2.7 the profile model of the flow that 

was obtained from the expression ends abruptly at x = xN. and can only be smoothed off 

with the inclusion of surface tension (Huppert 1982). Several attempts were made to 

solve for the problem of surface tension after the release of Huppert’s paper, although a 

perfect solution is yet to be described. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.7 Coordinates and profile geometry of a thin film flow. Height in the z 

direction is exaggerated. The profile ends abruptly at x = xN. Film thickness is hN, and α 

is the angle from the horizontal of the inclined plane (from Troian et al. (1989))  

 

Regardless of the problem with the flow’s surface tension, when a thin film is 

flowing down a constant slope, the term  

 

1/3
29

4

A gsin



 
 
 

 from Equation 2.1 
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can be considered constant as long as the width of the trail remains relatively 

constant, and the angle and viscosity are unchanging. Thus, the position of the flow’s 

leading edge with respect to time is 

 Distance ~ (time)
 1/3

 

where the exponent 1/3 was obtained from Huppert’s flow expression.  

  

Overall Huppert’s flow expression is a relatively simple one that covers the flow 

of a liquid down a constant slope due to gravity. This expression has been used in 

numerous studies of liquid flow down an inclined plane and as yet has not been entirely 

refuted (O’Brien & Schwartz 2002; Schwartz (1989), Troian et al. (1989)). It is for 

these purposes that this expression is used to examine the flow of blood in this study.  

 

2.4 Reynolds and Weber numbers 

Fluid behaviour is often characterized or quantified by using dimensionless 

parameters such as the Reynolds number. The Reynolds number is defined as the ratio 

of inertial forces to viscous forces and indicates whether a flow is laminar or turbulent 

(Acheson 1990). It can be obtained by applying the following formula: 

Re
vl


        (Equation 2.2) 

where ρ is the density of the fluid in kgm
-3

, v is the velocity in ms
-1

, l is the 

characteristic length of the fluid in m, and µ is the dynamic fluid viscosity in Pa.s. 

 

The Weber number is the ratio of inertial forces to surface tension forces and is a 

useful indication of the effect of surface tension in flows. The Weber number is 

typically  

2v l
We




        (Equation 2.3) 

where σ is the surface tension of the fluid in N/m. Both the Reynolds and Weber 

numbers are dimensionless. 
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2.5 Conclusion 

This review has shown that blood is a complicated fluid made up of various 

components that define its properties. These properties can also alter under different 

circumstances, making it difficult to determine the exact reasons behind the behaviour 

of blood flow. Additionally, when blood is spilt from the body, it will begin to 

coagulate, causing it to exhibit elastic behaviour. The use of coagulating blood was 

avoided in this initial study due to the practical difficulties in its handling. However, the 

effects of coagulation will be addressed and discussed in Section 5.2.   

 

The flow of liquids and their instabilities down inclined planes has been widely 

researched in the literature. It is a complex subject, requiring the application of 

advanced fluid dynamics and mathematics for complete understanding. Fortunately, a 

simple expression for the steady flow of a viscous liquid down an inclined plane was 

developed by Huppert (1982). As blood is a viscous liquid, it is hypothesized that the 

flow of blood on an inclined surface will obey this simple behaviour and can then be 

characterised for forensic purposes. 
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3. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

 

3.1  Introduction 

 Several liquid flow trials were performed on different target surfaces to observe 

flow behaviour and to obtain measurements for the distance versus time plots of a liquid 

flowing down an inclined plane. This chapter explains the materials and methods that 

were used to make these measurements and observations. 

  

Three different fluids were examined in this study. Healthy human blood was 

the desired fluid for experimental purposes. Only a limited supply was available, and so 

a blood analog of glycerol and water solutions was made to represent blood at specific 

viscosities.  

  

All experiments were run at room temperature (controlled at 23°C), at an 

average humidity of 40% and under an ambient pressure of 1020 hPa. The fluids were 

allowed to flow on three different target surfaces, glass and PVC to represent very 

smooth surfaces, and wood to represent a slightly rougher surface. The fluids were 

released from an open plastic syringe to model blood flowing from a wound. The time it 

took for the liquids to flow the length of the surfaces were then recorded, the results of 

which are presented in the following chapter. 

  

An overview of the flow trials conducted is given in Section 3.5. Further 

elaboration and details of the materials and methods used are given in the following 

sections.  
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3.2 Materials  

3.2.1 Experimental fluids 

A volume of 120 mL of healthy human blood was available for use in these 

experiments. The blood was drawn via venipuncture into EDTA tubes and was used 

within 48 hours of being drawn. The tubes were stored at 4°C when not in use.  

 

The flow of blood on inclined surfaces was examined at two different initial 

temperatures; 37°C (body temperature) and 23°C (room temperature). The blood was 

warmed in a water bath to achieve a temperature of 37 °C. Where blood at 23ºC was 

required, the blood was allowed to warm to room temperature after removal from the 

storage refrigerator. Before use, the tubes were inverted several times to mix up the 

blood solution and prevent settling.  

  

For the glycerol mixtures, a solution of 99.5% glycerol concentration was mixed 

with distilled water to obtain two separate glycerol mixtures of different viscosities. 

Glycerol solutions of 42% and 59% were made to represent blood at a chosen viscosity. 

At 23 °C, a glycerol solution of 42% has a kinematic viscosity of about 3.4 cSt, similar 

to the kinematic viscosity of blood at 37 °C. The 59% glycerol solution at 23 °C has a 

kinematic viscosity of 8 cSt, and thus, represents blood at 23 °C or room temperature. 

The viscosity values were obtained from Mansour (1989) who also used a blood analog 

of glycerol and water, and from the extrapolation of data from Langstroth (1919), 

Rosina et al. (2007), Sakamoto Yakuhin Kogyo Co. (2001) and Trudnowski & Rico 

(1974). 

 

3.3 Methods 

3.3.1 Fluid release source 

 In a criminal case, blood is often present when injury has occurred to an 

individual or animal, causing skin rupture and the seepage of blood from the wound. 
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Stab wounds and gun shot wounds generally have the same characteristics; a single 

puncture to the body from which blood flows. The volume of blood flowing from a 

body or object is finite, and is not at a steady rate. To simulate this in the laboratory, a 

simple model was devised to provide a point source from which a volume of blood will 

flow. 

  

An open plastic syringe was selected as the fluid delivery source. It was chosen 

because it was easy to use, has smooth walls that reduce frictional losses in the flow and 

is a simple model for a volume of blood flowing directly or vertically from a wound or 

object onto a target surface. A 6 mL and 60 mL plastic syringe was used in the flow 

trials.  

  

Several movies were obtained of water emptying out of the 6 mL plastic syringe 

to observe the outflow of fluid. It took an average of 3.75 seconds for the syringe to 

empty. The flow rate of the syringe is given in Figure 3.1 below. The outflow of liquid 

from the 60 mL syringe was timed manually using a stop watch. It took approximately 

12.5 seconds for 15 mL of water to flow out, and 9 seconds for 10 mL of water to drain 

from the syringe.   
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Figure 3.1 Outflow of water from a 6 mL open plastic syringe. Volume (mL) of water in 

the syringe is measured at 0.125 second intervals.  
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3.3.2 Target surfaces 

 Three smooth target surfaces were examined, wood, PVC, and glass. The 

wooden surface used was a board of semi-varnished wood approximately 2 m long. 

Similarly, a smooth PVC board 2 m long was used to examine fluid flow over long 

distances. A pane of glass approximately 30 cm long was used for the glass surface. The 

target surfaces were cleaned and dried before every flow trial using detergent, water and 

an air pipe.  

 

3.4 Experimental set-up 

3.4.1 Glass flow trials 

 Blood flow trials were performed on glass to observe the initial behaviour and 

the effect of different inclinations on the flow. A glass pane was placed on a flat, 

horizontal surface with one end propped up at varying heights to provide the desired 

angle by measuring the arcsine of height raised over the length of the surface. A sheet 

with 1 mm grid lines was affixed to the back of the pane to observe the position of the 

flow’s leading edge. At the raised end of the pane the 5 mL plastic syringe was then 

positioned using a retort stand with the nozzle about 1 cm above the glass surface. 

Above the experimental set-up, a video camera was placed to obtain a video of the flow 

as it moved down the inclined plane. The camera was connected to a Mac computer 

which recorded the film using Vicam software. A diagram of the experimental set-up is 

shown in Figure 3.2. 

  

Five mL of the experimental liquid was then poured into the syringe and was 

stopped from flowing out by the placement of a finger over the nozzle opening. The 

film camera was started, followed by the removal of the finger to allow liquid flow 

down the inclined plane of the glass. The video was stopped after the flow had moved 

out of viewing range.  
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These flow trials were conducted over a length of approximately 18 cm for 5 mL 

of 23 °C blood, 42% glycerol and 59% glycerol at 5 different angles (α); 0.5°, 1°, 1.5°, 

2°, 2.5°, 3°, 5°, and 10°. One movie was obtained for each flow trial. 

Figure 3.2 Experimental set-up for glass flow trials. α is the inclination angle of the 

glass surface.  

 

 

3.4.2 Board flow trials 

 To observe liquid flow over a flat and smooth surface for long distances, a 2 m 

long wooden and PVC boards were used as the examined surfaces. As with the glass 

pane, the boards were placed on a flat, horizontal surface with one end propped up to 

give an angle of 1.5°. A low angle was chosen to allow sufficient time for 

measurements to be taken of the flow. The middle section of the board was supported to 

prevent sagging. Every 10 cm along the length of the board was marked in order to 

observe the progress of the liquid as it flowed downhill. 

  

The 60 mL plastic syringe was chosen to deliver the liquid as its small nozzle 

opening provided a sufficiently low flow rate for observable measurements. The syringe 

was placed at the raised end of the boards with the nozzle approximately 1 cm above the 

surface, and filled with 10 mL or 15 mL of the experimental liquids. The flow was 
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again stoppered using a finger and the release of the flow was coincided with the 

starting of a stopwatch to time the flow. The time it took for the leading edge of the 

flow to reach each 10 cm mark was recorded. The width of the leading edge was also 

recorded at every mark, the measurements made approximately 1 cm behind the front 

line of the flow.  

  

The board flow trials were conducted for 10 and 15 mL of 42% and 59% glycerol. 

37°C blood and 23°C blood flow trials were only conducted on the wooden board, 

where the blood at the desired temperature was released and allowed to flow under the 

exposed conditions, thus allowing cooling effects to take place. Additionally, 15 mL of 

99.5% glycerol was run on both wooden and PVC surfaces.   

 

3.5 An overview of experimental methods 

Figure 3.3 and 3.4 show an overview of the flow trials conducted, and is a 

summary of the descriptions given in Section 3.4. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.3 Experimental flow trials for human blood at varying temperatures, volume 

and on three types of surfaces. 
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Figure 3.4 Flow trials of glycerol solutions at varying volumes on three types of 

surfaces. 
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4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

 

 

4.1 Introductions 

 The flow trials conducted in Chapter 3 yielded some unexpected and interesting 

results. Each section in this chapter presents the results that were obtained followed by 

an analysis. Section 4.2. covers the blood flow trials conducted on the two types of 

surfaces and is divided into several sub-sections. Section 4.2.1 first gives the Reynolds 

and Weber numbers obtained from the flows. Section 4.2.2 reports on the observations 

of long distance blood flow behaviour on a wooden surface and the two types of 

phenomena that were observed. Section 4.2.3 provides plots of the data and the 

attempted fitting of the results to Huppert’s flow theory. Finally, Section 4.2.4 examines 

the results obtained from blood flow trials on a glass surface. Section 4.3 then goes on 

to presents the results for the use of blood analogs in flow trials.  

 

4.2 Blood flow trials  

4.2.1 Reynolds and Weber numbers  

In these flow trials, the characteristic length used was the hydraulic length, given 

by the flow’s  

width  height

2(width + height)


      (Equation 4.1)  

and the velocity was the maximum velocity of the flow. The density, viscosity 

and surface tension values of blood at the chosen temperatures were extrapolated from 

data found in the references given in Section 3.2.1. 
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Table 4.1 Reynolds and Weber numbers for blood and glycerol flow trials on wood and 

glass surfaces. 

 Reynolds number Weber number 

37°C blood on wood 11 0.02 

23°C blood on wood 13 0.004 

23°C blood on glass 

0.5° angle 

3° angle 

5° angle 

10° angle 

 

38 

110 

170 

340 

 

0.03 

0.3 

0.7 

2.8 

42% glycerol on wood 17 0.04 

59% glycerol on wood 29 0.02 

59% glycerol on glass 

0.5° 

3° 

5° 

10° 

 

46 

75 

111 

331 

 

0.04 

0.11 

0.24 

2.2 

 

 

 

Table 4.1 shows that all the flows are quite laminar. Flows are generally 

assumed turbulent when the Reynolds number is on the order of 10
3
 or 10

4
 (Munson, 

Young & Okiishi 2002). Laminar flows are streamline flows, where all parts of the flow 

are moving parallel to each other or in layers, and as such, this fits in well with what 

was observed (Munson, Young & Okiishi 2002). 

  

Table 4.1 also shows that surface tension forces are not negligible for all the 

flows. At low angles (less than 5°), surface tension forces appear to play a dominant 

role in the flow. Thus, blood and glycerol flow on a wooden surface or at low angles 

may be subjected to instabilities (see Section 2.3.1). Obvious instabilities such as ripples 

or gravity waves were not observed in the flow trials, although the following section 

discusses the decreasing widths of the flow which may be an indication of fingering or 

surface tension effects in the flow trials.  
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4.2.2 General observations 

 The following observations were made for blood flowing on a 2m long wooden 

surface and show the long-distance behaviour of the flow. The behaviour described here 

was observed in all four flow trials. 

 

Upon impact with the target surface, blood immediately flowed down the 

inclined surface with some spreading in the downwards direction after contact. The 

initial speed of the flow was in the region of 1 cm/s, but decreased as it progressed 

down the board.  

 

The leading region of the flow was much thicker (in height) and darker 

compared to the trail of blood left behind, indicating most of the blood volume was in 

the flow’s leading section (refer to Figure 4.1). Overall, the width of the leading edge 

decreased with time, typically starting out between 4 and 8 cm and decreasing with time 

to 1 to 2 cm towards the end of the flow in what may be finger-like formations (see 

Figure 4.5).  

 

 

 

Figure 4.1 Accumulated blood volume in the leading region of the flow trail. 
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Figure 4.2 Decreasing widths (cm) of the leading edges for each blood flow trial versus 

distance travelled (cm) on a 1.5° inclined wooden surface. 4 different flow trials are 

shown for blood at different volumes and temperatures.  

 

 

The flow generally moved in a straight line, but some ‘snake-like’ behaviour 

was observed due to surface imperfections (refer to Figure 4.3). The upper region of the 

flow was observed to ‘thin out’ as the flow progressed (Figure 4.4). Less than 5 minutes 

after flowing had begun, the region began to dry from the upper to lower direction. 

When the drying had progressed to more than ¾ of the entire flow length, the flow 

stopped.  

 

 

 

Figure 4.3 ‘Snake-like’ trail of blood flow. 
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Figure 4.4 Thinning and drying of the upper flow trail region. 

 

 

 Two types of phenomena were observed during the flow progress and were seen 

to occur in all the blood flow trials. The first was the appearance of dark streaks in the 

leading region, as shown in Figure 4.5. The streaks appeared when the flow reached 

approximately ¾ of its final length. The streaks also became thicker as the width of the 

leading edge decreased and as the flow neared stopping.  

 

 

  

Figure 4.5 Dark streaks in the leading region of flow and possible finger formation. 

 

 

The second phenomenon observed was the separation of blood components at 

the front edge of the flow, where the leading edge separated into a clear, colourless 

region, followed by a red fluid region. This occurred after streaking had begun, near the 

end of the flow. Interestingly, the length of the clear region varied as the flow 
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progressed; i.e.; when the front line of the clear edge slowed or stopped momentarily, 

the red region would continue moving forward (see Figure 4.6). Table 4.2 shows that 

the separation occurs at very low speeds, on the order of 10
-4

 m/s, and in a forensic 

situation, could provide an idea of the flow speed at a given time.  

 

 

Table 4.2 Speed (mm/s) at which component separation occurred for all blood flow 

trials on wood. 

Flow trial Speed (mm/s) 

10 mL 23°C blood 0.43 

15 mL 23°C blood 0.25 

10 mL 37°C blood A 0.59 

10 mL 37°C blood B 0.43 

 

 

 

Figure 4.6 Separation of blood components. 

 

 

 Figure 4.7 is a plot of one of the flow trials for distance versus time, showing 

when the phenomena occurred and the varying widths of the leading edge. Referring to 

the plot, width variations occurred in the first 10 minutes or so of the trial, but remained 

constant afterwards, followed by streaking and the separation of the flow front.  

 

It is unknown what caused the streaking and separation of the blood 

components. Streaking occurred in the direction of the flow, which may indicate the 

aligning of the red blood cells with the flow, much like the high shear rate behaviour of 
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red blood cells in Section 2.2.2 of this study. Separation of blood components could be 

due to the viscosity difference of the plasma and red blood cells, causing the fluid with 

lesser viscosity (the plasma) to flow before the red blood cells. Alternatively, these 

phenomena could be due to the addition of EDTA to the blood to prevent coagulation. 

However, crime scene photographs indicate that component separation does occur in 

real life situations (Figure 4.8).  
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Figure 4.7 Behaviour of a single blood flow trial on a wooden surface inclined at 1.5°. 

The left vertical axis is the distance travelled by the flow (cm), and the right vertical 

axis is the width of the flow (cm), marked on the graph by the dotted lines.  
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Figure 4.8 Crime scene photograph of a blood trail where component separation has 

occurred (shown in white circles) (adapted from James (1999)). 

4.2.3 Curve fitting  

 To determine if the behaviour of blood flow on an inclined surface followed a 

predictable trend, a plot for the distance travelled versus time for each flow trial was 

created. A best fit was obtained by applying a double-exponential curve fit to the data. 

Given below in Figure 4.9 to 4.10 are the plots for all 4 blood flow trials performed on a 

wooden surface inclined at 1.5°.  
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Figure 4.9 The flow progress (distance travelled (cm) by the leading edge over time (s)) 

of 10 mL and 15 mL of 23°C blood on 1.5° inclined wood. The dotted lines indicate 

when the flow ended. 
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Figure 4.10 The flow progress (distance travelled (cm) by the leading edge over time 

(s)) of two repeat flow trials for 10 mL of 37°C blood flow on 1.5° inclined wood. The 

dotted lines indicate when the flow ended. ‘A’ and ‘B’ represent repeat trials for the 

same volume of fluid. 

 

 

 The fit of the double exponential curve to the data indicates that there are two 

exponential processes occurring during the flow. A double exponential function is 

typically 

1 2

  

1 1 2distance = C

t t

a e a e
 

 

  ,   (Equation 4.2) 

 

 where C1, a1, a2,  τ1 and τ2 are variable parameters that are fitted to the data. The 

time parameters τ1 and τ2, specify how rapidly each exponential function grows or 

decays. Table 4.3 shows the time parameters for each flow trial. 
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Table 4.3 Time parameters for each blood flow trial. 

Flow trial τ1 (s) τ2 (s) 

10 mL of 23°C blood 1149 71 

15 mL of 23°C blood 7143 83 

10 mL of 37°C blood A 1000 33 

10 mL of 37°C blood B 769 22 

 

The exponential function with the smaller time constant is possibly the process 

of the syringe emptying and the settling of the liquid into flow, while the function with 

the longer time constant is the growth of the established flow. Another possibility is the 

viscoelastic property of blood causing shear-thinning effects that might be affecting the 

flow.   

  

Remembering that Huppert’s flow theory has a general expression of 

 

distance ~ time
E
     (Equation 4.3) 

 

 where the exponent E has a value of 1/3. The following log-log plots were 

created to determine if the power law
 
relationship could be found for the flow once it 

had been fully established. A log-log linear plot would then give a slope of 1/3 if the 

relationship existed: 

Log distance = a + 1/3 Log time   (Equation 4.4) 

 

The first 10 to 40 seconds of the flow were ignored to account for the time the 

syringe emptied and for flow to be fully established, and a linear fit was applied to the 

remaining points in Figure 4.11 to 4.14. Given in the plots are the slopes of the linear 

fit, the standard errors of the obtained values, and R
2
 values. 
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Figure 4.11 Linear fit to log of distance travelled by flow’s leading edge (cm) versus log 

of time (s) plot for 10 mL of blood at 23°C blood on 1.5° inclined wood. Slope of the 

linear fit and line reliability R
2
 are given. 
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Figure 4.12 Linear fit to log of distance travelled by flow’s leading edge (cm) versus log 

of time (s) plot for 15 mL of blood at 23°C on 1.5° inclined wood. Slope of the linear fit 

and line reliability R
2
 are given. 
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Figure 4.13 Linear fit to log of distance travelled by flow’s leading edge (cm) versus log 

of time (s) plot for 10 mL of 37°C blood on 1.5° inclined wood (Trial A). Slope of the 

linear fit and line reliability R
2
 are given. 
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Figure 4.14 Linear fit to log of distance travelled by flow’s leading edge (cm) versus log 

of time (s) plot for 10 mL of 37°C blood on 1.5° inclined wood (Repeat trial B). Slope 

of the linear fit and line reliability R
2
 are given. 
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  The attempted linear fits give slopes of slightly more than 0.33. The average 

slope found for all the trials was 0.36. Even though the value obtained is comparable to 

Huppert’s power law relationship, blood flow is quite complicated and a simple flow 

expression may not be sufficient to express it. Huppert’s flow expression shows that the 

power law relationship will apply as long as the width and viscosity of the flow remains 

constant. In this situation, however, blood flow is finite and ends eventually due to 

drying. The width of the flow changes throughout its progress, and the viscosity of the 

blood may have varied depending on the shear strain rates in the flow. 

  

Nevertheless, the abruptly changing widths of the flow could be due to surface 

tension instabilities previously described in Section 4.2.1. Since the initial part of the 

flow was found to have a relatively constant width, Huppert’s flow expression could 

still apply, if only to the initial 10 minutes of the flow.  

 

4.2.4 Blood flow trials on glass 

Blood flow trials on glass were conducted to determine if the power law 

relationship applied to the initial flow of blood, and to determine the effect of angle on 

the flow. Similarly with the blood flow trials on wood, double exponential curves were 

fitted to the distance versus time plots for 5 mL of 23°C blood flowing on a glass 

surface at 8 different angles. The results obtained are shown in Figure 4.15. The double 

exponential curves have the form of equation 4.2. The coefficient values for the fit at 

each angle are given in Table 4.4. The fitting algorithm produced coefficient values 

with standard deviations corresponding to two significant figures. For the case of angles 

2°, 2.5° and 3° there was no improvement in the double exponential fit over a single 

exponential fit.  

 

At 5° and 10° incline angles, the data showed a linear increase for the distance 

traversed versus time (Figure 4.16). However, blood was still draining out of the syringe 

during the time it took for the leading edge to traverse the length of the glass and so, the 

ongoing volume input may have been the cause of the linear trend. 
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Furthermore, the overall width of the initial flow region decreased with 

increasing angle, shown in Figure 4.16. This was also expected as the component of 

gravity along the surface increases with angle, having a greater effect when compared to 

the lateral spreading. The linear slope in Figure 4.17 shows a linear decrease of 4mm 

with every angle increase. 
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Figure 4.15 Double exponential curve fits for 5 mL of 23°C blood flowing on glass at 6 

different inclination angles. The curves were fitted to plots of distance travelled by the 

flow’s leading edge (cm) versus time (s). The fit for the flow at 0.5° angle is truncated. 

 

 

 

Table 4.4: Coefficient values (to 2 significant figures) for the double exponential curve 

fits to 23°C blood flow trials on glass at varying angles. Values indicated by (*) were 

for single exponential fits. 

Distance (y) for flow at C1 (m) a1 (m) τ1 (s) a2 (m) τ2 (s) 

0.5° 0.29 0.24 110 0.066 2.7 

1° 0.28 0.19 50 0.11 5.0 

1.5° 0.20 0.10 13 0.10 5.8 

2°  * 0.34 0.32 16   

2.5°  * 0.30 0.29 6.1   

3°  * 0.45 0.44 10   
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Figure 4.16 Linear fits to the plots of 23°C blood flow progress (distance travelled by 

the leading edge (cm) versus time (s)) on glass at incline angles 5° and 10°. The fitted 

linear function (D) of the distance travelled by the leading edge is given with the line 

reliability R
2 

for each plot. 
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Figure 4.17 Decreasing width (mm) of the flow’s leading edge for 5 mL of 23°C blood 

flowing on glass at different inclinations (º). Width of the flow’s leading edge was 

measured at various time intervals and the average value per flow is given. 
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The data were then analysed to find Huppert’s power law relationship. The first 

4 seconds of each flow was ignored to allow the syringe to drain completely. The slopes 

of the linear fits to the log-log plots were compiled and put into the exponent versus 

incline angle graph shown in Figure 4.18. The slopes for angles 5° and 10° were not 

obtained as the flow took less than 4 seconds to traverse the length of the filmed glass 

surface. Interestingly, the exponent value for the initial flow appears to have a linear 

increase with the increasing angle. According to Huppert (1982), the exponent value 1/3 

should be unaffected by the incline angle. This suggests that some other process such as 

the spreading of the liquid may be occurring initially or that flow had not been fully 

established yet.  
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Figure 4.18 Increasing exponent value (E) of the initial flow with increasing angle (º) 

for 5 mL, 23°C blood on glass. The exponent value is from the functional fit to distance 

travelled by a flow’s leading edge ~ time
E
.
 
On the graph, the fitted linear exponent 

function (E), intercept, slope and line reliability R
2 

are given. 
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4.2.5 Temperature and volume effects 

 Two variables were investigated in the blood flow trials on a wooden surface; 

temperature and volume. Figure 4.9 shows the flow trials for blood at 23°C for two 

separate volumes. The larger volume of blood flowed much faster initially and travelled 

further than the smaller volume. The difference between the final distances traversed by 

each flow is approximately 70 cm, which is a considerably large value for a blood 

volume difference of 5 mL (Figure 4.19). In Figure 4.10, two trials with blood of the 

same volume, but at an initial temperature of 37°C, showed an almost similar double 

exponential plot, although trial B travelled approximately 15 cm further than trial A. 
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Figure 4.19 Speed (cm/s) of 10 mL and 15 mL blood at 23°C on a 1.5° inclined wooden 

surface with the distance travelled (cm). 

 

 

While blood flow appears to follow a characteristic type of behaviour, the time 

at which the flow ends is different for each flow trial. The dotted lines in Figure 4.9 and 

4.10 show when the time when each flow ended. There are several possible reasons for 

this, one of which could be varying drying times for the blood, or that the blood volume 
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can only be ‘stretched’ a certain distance before flow ends. Again, this will require more 

data for comparisons.  

In Figure 4.20, the flow trial for 10 mL of blood with an initial temperature of 

23°C was plotted with a flow trial for blood of the same volume at 37°C. The warmer 

blood flowed much faster and further than the cooler blood. This was expected, as the 

warmer blood has less viscosity. 
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Figure 4.20 Speed (cm/s) of 10 mL of blood on a 1.5° inclined wooden surface at 

different temperatures with the distance travelled (cm). 

 

 

 Overall, blood flow on the surface examined showed a behaviour that can be 

characterised for forensic purposes. The plot of distance versus time for the flow 

demonstrates that a double exponential curve fit is in good agreement with the whole 

data set for each flow trial. However, if the first few seconds of the flow were ignored to 

allow full flow establishment, the power-law relationship can still be observed from the 

linear fits to the log distance versus log time plots of each trial. 
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4.3 Glycerol flow trials 

4.3.1  Blood analogs 

Glycerol and water solutions were made up to represent blood at different 

temperatures to determine if a blood analog could be used for easy test replication. At 

the time these experiments were conducted, surface tension effects had not yet been 

taken into account. Viscous and gravity effects were assumed to drive the flow, as given 

in Huppert’s flow expression. Hence, a fluid of similar kinematic viscosity was created 

to represent blood at different temperatures. 42% glycerol represents blood at 37°C and 

59% glycerol solution represents blood at 23°C. Table 4.5 provides the physical 

properties for each fluid, the values obtained from the references given in Section 3.2.1. 

 

 

Table 4.5 Physical properties of blood and glycerol solutions. 

 Viscosity 

(cP) 

Density 

(kg/m
3
) 

Kinematic 

viscosity (cSt) 

Surface tension 

(N/m) 

37°C blood 3.7 1051 3.4 0.052 

23° blood 8.4 1056 8.0 0.059 

42% glycerol 3.9 1151 3.4 0.067 

59% glycerol 8.9 1107 8.0 0.068 

 

 

4.3.2 Trials on a wooden surface 

 Observations of the glycerol flow trials on a wooden surface showed that the 

flow behaviour of the glycerol solutions was somewhat varied from the behaviour of 

blood. One of the main differences was that the widths of the glycerol flows did not 

vary as much as blood, often staying at a constant width of 3-4 cm over the entire length 

of the flow (Figure 4.21). The higher surface tension and density of the glycerol 

solutions may be a large contributor to this effect where the fluid is ‘held together’ 

better and is not subjected to instabilities during its progress down the incline.  
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The other main observable difference between the fluids was that the glycerol 

solutions did not stop and dry, instead travelled much further than the blood, and in 

almost all cases, flowed off the end of the wooden board.  

 

 

 

Figure 4.21 A comparison of width variations in blood and glycerol flow. Glycerol flow 

trails have a more constant width compared to blood. 

 

 

Plots of distance versus time for the glycerol flow trials also showed a double 

exponential curve fit to the data. Since glycerol is not considered a viscoelastic fluid, the 

reason for the double exponential curve behaviour of blood cannot then be put down to 

its viscoelasticity (Fruhner & Wantke 1996). It can be concluded that the double-

exponential curve behaviour exhibited by all the examined fluids is most likely caused 

by the fluid source used and the general experimental set-up. 

 

A comparison of the flow trials on a wooden surface for the analog and blood 

was then made, the results of which are represented in Figure 4.22 to 4.24. For a clear 

presentation of results, the graphs only show the curve fit for each trial. Some data, such 

as the flow trials on PVC have been left out because there were no blood flow trials 

conducted on a similar surface. Nevertheless, the remaining data is provided in 

Appendix A. 
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For blood at 23°C, a blood analog of 59% glycerol solution does not accurately 

represent the fluid on a wooden surface. For a 10 mL solution, the glycerol flowed 60 

and 100 cm more than blood (Figure 4.22). The glycerol solutions also flowed faster 

initially than the blood for the first 100 cm.  

  

Likewise with 42% glycerol (Figure 4.24), the analog flowed at least 50 cm 

further and did not show similar distance-time behaviour to the blood it represented. An 

attempt was made to compare the flow trials of blood at 37°C to the blood analog of 

59% that has a higher kinematic viscosity, with unsuccessful results.  
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Figure 4.22 Double exponential curve fits for 59% glycerol and 23°C blood flow trials 

on a wooden surface for the same volume of 10 mL. The curves were fitted to plots of 

distance travelled by the flow’s leading edge (cm) versus time (s). 

 

 

Table 4.6 Coefficient values for double exponential fits to 10 mL 59% glycerol and 

blood flow trials on wood. 

Distance (y) for flow of C1 (m) a1 (m) τ1 (s) A2 (m) τ2 (s) 

10 mL 59% Glycerol trial A 300 200 2000 60 80 

10 mL 59% Glycerol trial B 200 200 1000 50 50 

23°C blood 120 80 1000 40 70 
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Figure 4.23 Double exponential curve fits for 59% glycerol and 23°C blood flow trials 

on a wooden surface for the same volume of 15 mL. The curves were fitted to plots of 

distance travelled by the flow’s leading edge (cm) versus time (s). 

 

 

 

Table 4.7 Coefficient values for double exponential fits to 15 mL of 59% glycerol and 

23°C blood flow trials on wood. 

Distance (y) for flow of C1 (m) a1 (m) τ1 (s) a2 (m) τ2 (s) 

15 mL 59% Glycerol trial A 300 200 600 80 40 

15 mL 59% Glycerol trial B 300 200 700 110 700 

23°C blood 190 110 800 80 90 
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Figure 4.24 Double exponential curve fits for 42% glycerol and 37°C blood flow trials 

on a wooden surface for the same volume of 10 mL. The curves were fitted to plots of 

distance travelled by the flow’s leading edge (cm) versus time (s). 

 

 

Table 4.8 Coefficient values for double exponential fits to 10 mL 42% glycerol and 

37°C blood flow trials on wood. 

Distance (y) for flow of C1 (m) a1 (m) τ1 (s) a2 (m) τ2 (s) 

10 mL 42% Glycerol trial A 220 180 400 40 20 

10 mL 42% Glycerol trial B 300 200 1000 60 40 

37°C blood trial A 150 110 1000 30 30 

37°C blood trial B 160 120 800 30 23 

 

 

 

 The glycerol flow trial log-log plots on wood were also created to determine if 

linear fits provided an exponent value of 1/3. The exponent value obtained from each 

flow trial is shown in the Figure 4.25. The exponent values for glycerol flow trials on 

PVC are also shown in Figure 4.26.  

 

 The exponent values vary between 1 and 0.4 for all the glycerol flow trials and a 

pattern or trend is not apparent in the figures, but the exponent values for the blood flow 

trials cluster around 0.34 to 0.38 (see Section 4.2.3). Hence, the power law relationship 
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may hold for the flow of blood at varying temperatures and volumes, but not for the 

flow of the glycerol solutions. Despite this, all the glycerol flow trials showed a strong 

linear relationship for the log-log plots; the intercept, actual slope values and R
2
 values 

of the linear fits are provided in Table 4.9 and Table 4.10.  
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Figure 4.25 Exponent values for the flow trials of glycerol solutions flowing on a 1.5° 

inclined wooden surface. Repeat trials are marked by letters ‘A’ and ‘B’. The exponent 

value is E from the function distance travelled by a flow’s leading edge ~ time
E
. 
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Figure 4.26 Exponent values for the flow trials of glycerol solutions on a 1.5° inclined 

PVC surface. Repeat trials are marked by letters ‘A’ to ‘D’. The exponent value is E 

from the function distance travelled by a flow’s leading edge ~ time
E
. 
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Table 4.9 Intercept, slope and R
2
 values for the linear fits to log distance versus log time 

plots for all glycerol flow trials on wood. 

Fluid Volume Trial Intercept Slope R
2 

 

42% Glycerol 

10 mL A 0.866 0.491 0.992 

B 1.003 0.413 0.991 

15 mL A 0.968 0.492 0.971 

B 0.813 0.570 0.981 

 

59% Glycerol 

10 mL A 0.864 0.439 0.991 

B 0.897 0.435 0.992 

15 mL A 1.031 0.452 0.939 

B 0.705 0.590 0.989 

99.5% Glycerol 15 mL A 1.162 0.778 0.997 

 

 

 

 

Table 4.10 Intercept, slope and R values for the linear fits to log distance versus log 

time plots for all glycerol flow trials on PVC. 

Fluid Volume Trial Intercept Slope R
2
 

 

42% Glycerol 

10 mL A 0.869 0.649 0.995 

B 1.062 0.574 0.994 

15 mL A 0.826 0.799 0.998 

B 0.778 0.887 0.997 

C 0.872 0.819 0.990 

D 0.645 0.991 0.989 

59% Glycerol 10 mL A 0.809 0.415 0.987 

B 0.992 0.583 0.460 

15 mL A 0.636 0.845 0.999 

B 0.632 0.777 0.999 

C 0.812 0.755 0.994 

D 0.891 0.683 0.992 
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99.5% Glycerol 15 mL A 1.320 0.903 0.998 

 

4.3.3 Trials on a glass surface 

 The results for 59% glycerol flow trials performed on glass were then compared 

to the 23°C blood flow trials on glass. Although 37°C blood flow trials were not 

conducted on glass, the results for 42% glycerol solution are also presented here as a 

comparison between the two glycerol fluids.  

 

Figure 4.27 shows the overlay of the glycerol flow results over the blood flow 

results for all examined incline angles except 5° and 10° where blood was still draining 

from the syringe as flow occurred. The glycerol does not accurately represent blood on 

an inclined blood surface. Blood flowed much faster initially compared to glycerol on 

glass, which is contradictory to the results found for flows on a wooden surface. The 

reasons for this are unclear, and will require further investigation. 
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Figure 4.27 Double exponential curve fits for 37°C, 5 mL blood flow trials on glass at 8 

different incline angles overlaid with 5 mL, 59% glycerol flow trials results at the same 

incline angles. The curves were fitted to plots of distance travelled by the flow’s leading 

edge (cm) versus time (s). 
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 Table 4.11 Coefficient values (to 2 significant figures) for double exponential 

fits to 5 mL 59% glycerol flow trials on glass. Values indicated by (*) were for single 

exponential fits. 

Distance (y) 

for flow at 

C1 (m) a1 (m) τ1 (s) a2 (m) τ2 (s) 

0.5° 0.15 0.11 50 0.035 8.0 

1° 0.15 0.10 50 0.042 10 

1.5° 0.13 0.058 8.0 0.061 9.0 

2° 0.16 0.075 17 0.077 8.0 

2.5°  * 0.20 0.20 13   

a3°  * 0.26 0.26 14   

 

 

 

A plot was also created for exponential values versus the angle of the incline 

(Figure 4.28 and 4.29). There is a similar increasing linear trend in the exponent values 

for both the 23°C blood, the 59% and 42% glycerol. The intercept and slope values for 

the 23°C blood and the 59% glycerol, however, are different despite the inclusion of the 

standard deviations, which further demonstrates that the 59% glycerol analog does not 

suitably represent blood at 23°C. The increasing trend of the exponent values is 

interesting nonetheless, and the reason to why it occurs also remains unclear. Figure 

4.30 shows a plot of all the exponent values for the three fluid flow trials performed on 

glass and Table 4.10 provides the actual values.   
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Figure 4.28 Increasing exponent values for 59% glycerol flow trials on glass at different 

incline (º) angles. The exponent value is E from the function distance travelled by a 

flow’s leading edge ~ time
E
. 
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Figure 4.29 Increasing exponent values for 42% glycerol flow trials on glass at different 

incline (º) angles. The exponent value is E from the function distance travelled by a 

flow’s leading edge ~ time
E
. 
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Figure 4.30 Increasing exponent values for the three fluid flow trials performed on glass 

with increasing incline angles (º). The exponent value is E from the function distance 

travelled by a flow’s leading edge ~ time
E
. 

 

 

Table 4.12 Exponent values (to 2 significant figures) for three fluid flow trials 

performed on glass at different angles. The exponent value is E from the function 

distance travelled by a flow’s leading edge ~ time
E
. 

 Exponent value 

Fluid flow trials 0.5° 1° 1.5° 2° 2.5° 3° 

23°C blood 0.41 0.52 0.60 0.78 0.73 0.87 

59% glycerol 0.55 0.59 0.50 0.63 0.80 0.78 

42% glycerol 0.37 0.54 0.71 0.82 0.71 0.79 
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 Despite dissimilar flow behaviour, the average widths for the 59% glycerol flow 

trials on glass were comparable to the average widths for 23°C blood. A linear decrease 

of 4.2 mm of the width with every increase in angle was found (Figure 4.31), whereas a 

linear decrease of 3.5 mm occurred in 23°C blood. A similar plot was created for the 

widths of 42% glycerol solution and is shown in Figure 4.32. The fluid with a lower 

kinematic viscosity showed larger decrease in width of 4.8 mm with increasing angle, 

which suggests that the viscosity of the fluid is important in determining the width of 

the flow. 
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Figure 4.31 Decreasing width of 5 mL, 59% glycerol flow on glass with increasing 

incline angle. Error bars show standard deviations for mean values plotted. 
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Figure 4.32 Decreasing average width (mm) of 5 mL, 42% glycerol flow on glass with 

increasing incline angle (º). Error bars show standard deviations for mean values 

plotted. 

 

 

 In general, the glycerol solutions formulated and tested in this study do not 

accurately represent blood behaviour in flow trials on the two examined inclined 

surfaces. The differences can be seen in the nature of the fluids used. Blood is a 

viscoelastic fluid, prone to shear-thinning effects, while glycerol solutions are 

Newtonian fluids and remain at a certain viscosity, independent to shear strain rates. 

The viscosity of the blood used was not actually determined, but from the experimental 

observations, it appears that the actual viscosity of the flowing blood may have been 

different from the viscosities of the analogs. Additionally, the surface tensions of the 

analogs were higher than blood surface tension at the chosen temperatures. As 

previously noted in Section 2.2.3 of this chapter, surface tension of the blood may have 

a significant role in blood flow, as it does with most thin film flows. To obtain a 

glycerol analog of similar surface tension to blood, a 99% glycerol solution will need to 

be heated to approximately 90°C before its surface tension value is within the vicinity 

of blood surface tension values. Needless to say, this is impractical, and the viscosity 

values will be very different from the required value.  
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4.4 Conclusion 

The flow progress of 10 mL and 15 mL of 23°C and 37 °C non-coagulating 

blood on 1.5° inclined wood can be viewed in the distance versus time double 

exponential plots shown in Figures 4.9 and 4.10. Ignoring the first 10 to 40 seconds of 

the data to allow for flow establishment gave linear fits to log distance versus log time 

plots (Figure 4.11 to 4.14). For glycerol flow trials on wood and PVC, double 

exponential plots were also obtained (Figure 4.22 to Figure 4.24). The coefficients of 

the linear fits to log-log plots of the glycerol flow data is given in Table 4.9 and 4.10. 

The effect of temperature and volume on the speed of blood flow is illustrated in 

Figures 4.19 and 4.20. On a glass surface, the initial region of blood flow showed a 

decreasing width with increasing incline angles (Figure 4.17), and this trend was also 

seen with blood analogs of glycerol solutions (Figure 4.31 and 4.32). Figure 4.30 shows 

an increasing exponent value (slope of log distance versus log time plot) for the initial 

flow of the three fluid flow trials performed on glass at different angles.  
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5. DISCUSSION & CONCLUSIONS 

 

 

5.1  Fluid flow behaviour  

When released from the simple point-source used in this study onto an inclined 

surface at a set angle of 1.5°, the overall distance versus time behaviour for all the 

examined fluids could be plotted as a double-exponential curve function. This indicates 

two processes occurring during the flow, which is in good agreement with general 

observations and the experimental set-up where the first 10 to 20 seconds of the flow 

was accompanied by the draining of the fluid from the syringe source. When the first 20 

seconds of the flow was ignored to allow full flow establishment, the log distance 

versus log time plots of each flow trial showed a linear relationship (see Figure 4.11 to 

4.14). According to Huppert (1982), the slope of the linear fit should be 1/3, and a 

number close to this value was obtained for the blood flow trials (see Section 4.2.3).  

However, general observations and Weber numbers (see Section 2.4) show that surface 

tension effects will need to be an included parameter to better describe the flow of 

blood. 

 

When glycerol solutions were used as the fluid, the double-exponential curve 

behaviour was still observed, although the Huppert (1982) power-law relationship was 

not as robust because the log-log linear plots of the data showed a wide range of 

exponent values. Despite this, strong linear relationships in the log distance versus log 

time plots of the data were observed when the initial 20 seconds of the flow were not 

included (Tables 4.9 and 4.10).  

 

Experiments to study initial flow behaviour on a glass surface also showed a 

double exponential trend in the distance versus time plots. The log-log linear fits to the 

data (excluding the time it took for the fluid to drain) had an increasing exponent value 

with increasing angles for all the fluids (Figure 4.28), and further investigation is 

needed to determine the reasons behind this.  
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5.2 Blood flow trials 

 The flow of blood when released from a point source onto a wooden surface 

showed several observable characteristics; a decreasing width as the flow progressed, 

drying of the flow from the upper to lower direction, streaking in the flow front, 

separation of the flow front components at very low velocities, and finally, the 

discontinuation of the flow. 

  

On the wooden surface, a larger volume of blood flowed further and faster than 

the smaller volume. Temperature also had an effect on blood flow where blood at an 

initial temperature of 37°C also flowed further and faster initially than blood at 23°C 

indicating a reduction of viscosity with increased temperature. On a glass surface, 

increasing the angle of the incline decreased the average width of the initial flow region.      

 

The coagulation process in blood begins immediately as it leaves the body. The 

time it takes to fully coagulate is largely dependent on its temperature (Valeri et al. 

1991). At lower temperatures, blood takes longer to fully coagulate (Valeri et al. 1991). 

The cooling of blood from 37ºC to room temperature (23ºC) was modelled using 

standard heat conduction equations. It was estimated that in situations such as those of 

these trials it takes approximately 10 seconds for 37ºC blood to cool below 25ºC. Valeri 

et al. (1991) reports that at 23ºC, blood takes approximately 12 minutes to coagulate. 

For these reasons while the blood in this case did not undergo coagulation the results 

can still be taken as indicative of the behaviour of untreated blood especially during the 

first few minutes of flow. The effects of coagulation would only be expected after many 

minutes for cool conditions. Ex-vivo blood flow may be more strongly affected by 

coagulation if the ambient temperature was closer to normal body temperature. 

However, even under such conditions our analysis should provide a reasonable model 

for flow during the first few minutes. 

 

 Since there is little information in the literature on the subject of external blood 

flow, comparisons here can’t be made to other studies. More research and investigations 

will need to be carried out to validate these results. 
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5.3 Blood analogs 

  The glycerol solutions used in this study did not represent blood very well. On 

the wooden surface, both the glycerol solutions flowed faster and further than blood, 

and did not show a decreasing width of the flow like blood. On the glass surface, the 

glycerol flow trials showed varying double exponential curve behaviour that did not 

match the blood flow trials. The analogs though, showed a decreasing average width of 

the initial flow region with increasing angle which was found to be of a similar linear 

trend to blood.  

 

Overall, with the exception of the average initial flow width, the analogs of a 

similar kinematic viscosity to blood at specific temperatures were not suitable for 

representing blood over long-distance flows. The surface tension of the analogs will 

need to be similar to that of blood in order to replicate the surface tension effects that 

occur in blood. Unless a blood analog with similar viscosity properties and surface 

tension to blood is created and the data can be compared to more blood flow trials, it is 

recommended that blood analogs of glycerol and water are avoided for these purposes.  

 

5.4 Recommendations for future research 

 The subject of flow on inclined surfaces is complex and depends on many 

variables. With regards to possible forensic applications, in addition to more blood flow 

trials performed on different inclined surfaces, the effect of coagulation should be 

addressed in future work. In very warm ambient conditions coagulation may cause the 

flow to end much earlier than what was recorded in this study. Coagulation takes longer 

in blood at lower temperatures, and the flow of blood at various temperatures should be 

investigated to adequately characterise anticipated forensic situations.  

  

Further understanding is needed on what causes streaking and separation of the 

flow components at low velocities of the flow. These phenomena, if observed in the 

flow of coagulating blood, may be useful indications of the speed of the flow at a given 

time. 
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Furthermore, this study has shown that increasing angles will decrease the initial 

width of the flow, but the effect of this over the long-distance behaviour of the flow was 

not observed and will need further investigation. The data from this study can be 

extrapolated to include long term behaviour of the flow over long distances or actual 

trials can be performed to observe the effects.  

 

Only two volumes were examined in this study. In a forensic case, copious 

amounts of blood may be involved, and so it is recommended that larger volumes of 

blood are used in flow trials. A blood analog may be preferable for use although animal 

blood such as porcine blood with similar physical properties to human blood can be 

used.  

 

5.5  Forensic implications 

 Although this was a very preliminary study on the subject of blood flow, the 

study has shown that Huppert’s flow expression could be used to a limited degree to 

determine the time taken for a volume of blood to flow a certain distance and thus, 

provide investigators with useful information regarding the sequence of criminal events 

or even the time of injury or death. However, further research and information is 

required to validate the use of the flow expression in a forensic situation. 

 

Moreover, the data presented here and the behaviour of blood flow could be 

useful for forensic situations in which coagulation has been delayed due to reasons such 

as low ambient temperatures, or the presence of anti-coagulants in the blood. 
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PART II:  

 

A STUDY OF BLOODSTAIN MORPHOLOGY ON FABRICS 
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6. INTRODUCTION 

 

 

6.1 Bloodstains on fabrics 

 Fabrics or textiles are materials that have a wide range of properties different 

from the properties of solid materials. Some properties of fabrics include high degrees 

of absorbency, deformability, elasticity, permeability, varying surface characteristics, 

and the ability to be chemically treated. Hence, a blood droplet impinging on a fabric 

surface would create bloodstains that form and appear differently to stains produced by 

a droplet falling onto a solid and smooth surface (Karger, Rand & Brinkmann 1998). 

These characteristics that fabrics display, along with the wide range of fabrics and 

different combinations of properties that currently exist, make bloodstain pattern 

interpretations risky and difficult (Slemko 1999).  

 

 Little research has been conducted in this area, and few papers have been 

published on bloodstain morphology on fabric surfaces, despite the many pieces of 

fabric evidence that pass through police hands every day. Due to the lack of knowledge 

on the subject, fabric evidence is often disregarded as they are assumed to give 

erroneous results. Thus, this study attempts to explore the possibility of using fabric 

stains as important pieces of forensic evidence.  

 

6.2 Objectives of Part II 

The main objective of this study is to determine the forensic value of passive 

bloodstains on commonly used clothing fabrics. A secondary aim is to understand how 

the physical nature and texture of the fabrics contribute to the morphology of the 

resulting stains, while the third and final aim is to establish if computational analysis of 

the stains can produce reasonable results by removing some of the subjectivity involved 

in bloodstain analysis. 
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6.3 Outline of part II 

Chapter 7 is a literature review on the subject of bloodstains, their formation and 

the types of forensic analysis conducted on them. Also included are the known 

properties of the examined fabrics in this study, and a review of published papers with 

similar objectives and methods to this study. Chapter 8 outlines the materials and 

methods used and gives a description of the computer programs used to analyse the 

bloodstains. Chapter 9 provides a qualitative and quantitative analysis of the bloodstains 

produced. Chapter 10 discusses a side study involving ironed silk stains, while chapter 

11 gives the conclusion and recommendations for future studies.  
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7. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

 

7.1 Introduction 

This chapter reviews literature on bloodstain pattern analysis, mainly the 

formation of blood droplets, the dynamics of droplet impact on a target surface, and the 

formation of bloodstains. The known characteristics of the experimental fabrics are 

given along with a review of published articles on the subject of bloodstains on fabrics. 

For an understanding of blood, its composition and physical properties, refer to Chapter 

2 of this thesis.  

 

7.2 Passive blood drop formation 

 At a crime scene, blood droplets are formed when enough force has been applied 

to a blood source such as a wound or an object coated in blood, to cause the fluid to 

separate into drops (Wonder 2001). Blood droplets are categorized depending on the 

type of action or force that has been applied to them. This study will be examining a 

single type of blood droplet; passive blood drops.  

 

A passive blood droplet is a drop of blood that has fallen away from a blood 

source under the influence of gravitational force (Wonder 2001). It occurs when the 

volume and mass of a drop that has collected in a single point increases until the force 

of gravity acting on the drop overcomes its internal cohesive forces and the adhesive 

forces of the blood source (James, Kish & Sutton 2005). The volume required to 

produce these free-falling drops of blood is dependent on the type of surface and the 

surface area of the blood source. On a larger surface, the increased surface tension 

requires a larger volume of blood to cause separation. For example, the volume of a 

drop falling from a finger will be much larger than a drop originating from a 

hypodermic needle (James, Kish & Sutton 2005). 
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Once a droplet is airborne, cohesion and surface tension forces will act on the 

drop, causing it to minimise its surface area and form a spheroid (Raymond 1996a). 

This is with the exception of very large droplets where air resistance and drag forces act 

on the large surface area of the drop, causing it to flatten out. The surface tension for a 

droplet is given as 

 

/ 2rP  ,        (Equation 2.1) 

 

where  is the surface tension, P is the internal pressure, and r is the radius of the drop. 

Thus, surface tension plays a very large role in droplets of smaller dimensions 

(Raymond 1996b). 

  

It has been observed that a falling blood droplet will oscillate between prolate 

and oblate forms (Figure 7.1) as it tries to reach equilibrium between internal viscous 

forces and external surface tension forces (Raymond 1996a). These oscillations, which 

tend to occur over the first few centimetres of a fall, can cause the droplet to distort 13-

22% from rest position. It has been suggested that these oscillations can cause 

unpredictable shapes in the resulting bloodstain, and that the height of the fall will need 

to be taken into account in forensic situations (Raymond 1996a).     

 

 

 

Figure 7.1 Oblate and prolate forms of an oscillating blood droplet. 
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7.3 Blood drop impact dynamics 

 The impact dynamics of a blood drop on a solid horizontal surface can be 

separated into four distinct phases regardless of the target surface, angle or velocity of 

the droplet. The following description of the four phases was compiled from several 

published articles (Bevel & Gardner 2002; Pizzola, Roth & De Forest 1986a; Pizzola, 

Roth & De Forest 1986b; Wonder 2001). The four phases are illustrated in Figure 7.2. 

 

1) Contact and collapse. The first phase is the contact of the spherical 

droplet with the surface, causing the droplet to collapse from the bottom to 

upward direction. The section of the drop that has not collided with the surface 

remains intact as a portion of the sphere. As the collapse occurs, the blood in 

contact with the surface is forced outward, creating a rim around the collapsing 

droplet. The rim increases in size as the droplet increases contact with the 

surface causing more blood to be forced into the rim. At acute angles of impact 

(angles lower than 90° to the surface) this rim forms in the direction opposite to 

the direction of impact due to the momentum forces of the blood.  

 

 2) Displacement. The second phase is the stage of the complete collapse 

of the droplet against the target surface. Most of the blood that has not yet been 

forced into the rim is carried there through remaining inertia. Slight dimples and 

spines begin to form on the boundary rim, depending on irregularities on the 

impact surface, but despite the droplet undergoing considerable changes in 

shape, the surface tension of the blood has not been broken, and it still forms 

essentially a single mass.  

  

3) Dispersion/ Expansion. Blood is then forced into the boundary rim 

and into protrusions that rise upwards. As the volume of blood in the rim and 

protrusions becomes unsTable, inertia begins to separate the structures. In the 

case of a droplet hitting a surface at right angles to the surface (90°), this takes 

the form of a crown or blossom effect. At acute angles (angles between 70° and 

40°), the blossom builds into a wave on the side furthest from the contact point 

which then forms spine-like structures. If any of the structures are separated or 
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partially separated from the parent stain (main or primary stain), the resulting 

drops that form are called satellite spatter or drops which may be detached or 

semi-attached to the parent stain through the spines. At very acute angles (angles 

less than 40°) a single wave is cast from the boundary rim, and this is called a 

wave cast-off. 

  

4) Retraction. The final phase results from the effect of surface tension 

acting on the blood and finally overcoming its decreasing momentum. The 

spines between the satellite spatters and the parent stain narrow as blood is 

drawn into one or the other. If the forces pulling the droplet apart are overcome 

by surface tension, the resulting stain will be reasonably circular and 

symmetrical in shape. Satellite spatters that have enough momentum however, 

are able to break off completely in this phase, forming separate stains.  

  

An illustration of these four phases is shown by the impact of a droplet of blood 

on a hard, smooth surface at different impact angles in Figure 7.2. Note the creation of 

satellite spatter for the droplet impacting at 45°, and a wave cast off for the droplet 

impacting at 15°. Also note that the ratio of blood droplet diameter to bloodstain 

diameter is not 1:1. 
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Figure 7.2 The phases of droplet impact for a drop of blood at 90° and at acute angles 

(adapted from Bevel & Gardner (2002)). 

7.4 Passive bloodstains 

 The size and shape of a stain resulting from the deposition of a blood droplet on 

a target surface is dependent on its volume, velocity, the height from which it was 

dropped, the texture of the target surface, and angle of impact. The influence of these 

factors on the bloodstains will be discussed in the following sections along with how 

these factors are measured or could be measured in practical forensic analysis.  

 

7.4.1 Angle of impact  

Theoretically, a drop of blood falling directly onto a target at right angles will 

leave a stain that is a cross-section of a sphere and so, will be circular in shape (Wonder 

2001). When the drop impacts a surface at an angle, the corresponding bloodstains 

become more elliptical and elongated rather than circular in shape with the longer 

measurement along the line of travel (James, Kish & Sutton 2005). The cause of 

elongation is the skidding or flowing of a portion of the drop in the downwards 

direction after it impacts the surface (Bevel & Gardner 2002). At acute angles and with 

sufficient energy, the moving wave of the blood can overcome surface tension and pull 

away from the parent stain to form a spherical droplet while drawing out a fine filament 

in the process (James, Kish & Sutton 2005). With sufficient energy, the droplet can 

separate from the filament. The development of the elliptical stain is illustrated in 

Figure 7.3. 
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Figure 7.3 An illustration of a collapsing droplet impacting at an angle leaving an 

elliptical stain oriented along the path of travel (adapted from Bevel & Gardner (2002)). 

 

 

The angle of impact for a bloodstain found at a crime scene can be obtained 

using simple geometric and trigonometric functions (James, Kish & Sutton 2005). 

Referring to Figure 7.4, a droplet impacting a surface at an angle will be spread over a 

length A to B. The given triangle has a width (BC) corresponding to the diameter of the 

droplet. It can be seen that the angle of impact corresponds to the angle CAB. If no 

spreading occurred after impact, the width of the resulting elliptical stain is the diameter 

of the spherical blood droplet, and the angle of impact will then be 

 

1 width (BC)
θ sin

length (CA)

       (Equation 7.2) 

 

 If the post-impact spreading is isotropic, both the width and the length of the 

resulting stain (shown in Figure 7.5) would increase while maintaining the ratio in 

equation 7.2. Therefore, using this method to estimate θ would still be valid even if the 

amount of spreading is unknown (Stow & Hedfield (1981); Knock & Davison (2007)). 

 

The elongation of the stain due to the impact angle and the characteristics of the 

stain’s edges can show the direction of travel of the blood droplet. The resulting stain 

has a leading edge where the droplet first collapsed, and a terminal edge, where the flow 

of the blood ends (Figure 7.5). Generally, the stain tapers in the direction of the flow, or 
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shows other terminal edge characteristics such as increased satellite spatter, spines, or 

scallops in the direction of movement. The wave cast off is also a good indication of 

direction of travel. At crime scenes, knowledge of the travel direction of the drop along 

with the determination of the angle of impact of blood stains can provide the point of 

origin of a blood source for the purposes of crime scene reconstruction. 

 

 

 

Figure 7.4 The trigonometric relationship of the elliptical stain with the spherical 

droplet (from James, Kish & Sutton 2005). 

 

 

 

Figure 7.5 Measuring the length and width of an elliptical bloodstain (adapted from 

Slemko 2007). 
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7.4.2 Fall height and droplet velocity 

 A free falling droplet is subjected to gravitational acceleration of 9.8 ms
-2

. 

Starting from its resting position, the droplet will continually accelerate and increase its 

velocity over time. Thus, the higher the fall, the higher the impact velocity of the 

droplet, but this only holds to a certain degree (Bevel & Gardner 2002). During the fall, 

air resistance and friction also act upon the drop. Given enough distance, the 

acceleration due to gravity will eventually be equal to the friction of air resistance, and 

the drop will then maintain a constant velocity, also known as the terminal velocity 

(James, Kish & Sutton 2005).  

  

The effect of a droplet’s impact velocity on its resulting bloodstain is its size. 

Another factor that influences bloodstain size is its volume, and this will be discussed in 

the next section. Higher velocities or drops that have fallen from a greater distance tend 

to produce larger stains as opposed to a similar volume drop that has fallen only a few 

centimetres (James, Kish & Sutton 2005). Upon achieving terminal velocity, however, 

the resultant stain diameter will no longer show significant increase (James, Kish & 

Sutton 2005).  

 

7.4.3 Droplet volume 

  Generally, larger drops of blood, and subsequently larger volumes, create larger 

stains for a set dropping height (White 1986). This trend, combined with the trend for 

increasing stain sizes with increasing dropping height, produces a rather tricky situation, 

making it difficult to determine if the size of the stain was from a large volume of 

blood, or was the result of an increased dropping height. Most published articles agree 

that deriving the dropping height from a bloodstain is very erroneous and should not be 

conducted (James, Kish & Sutton 2005; Willis et al. 2001; Wonder 2001). To partially 

solve for this problem, Hulse-Smith, Mehdizadeh & Chandra 2005 performed a study to 
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determine if the diameter and velocity of blood drops falling on a surface could be 

predicted from the size of the bloodstains and the radial spines projecting from them. 

 

For all the surfaces examined in the study (glass, steel, plastic and paper), the 

maximum stain diameter and number of spines increased with increasing drop impact 

velocity and drop diameter. The article provides some equations (page 8) that relate 

drop diameter and impact velocity to measurements of stain diameter and number of 

spines for the given surfaces. Then in 2007, Hulse-Smith & Illes (2007) conducted blind 

experimental trials using the equations that had been derived from the 2005 paper and 

observed three general trends when comparing circular bloodstains on the same target 

surface: 

 

1) Where the larger bloodstain has fewer spines, it will have derived from a 

larger droplet impacting at a lower velocity. 

2) Where the larger bloodstain has greater spines, it will have derived from a 

larger droplet impacting at a higher velocity. 

3) Bloodstains without spines, or on different surfaces, cannot be compared in 

this manner. 

 

The work of Hulse-smith, Mehdizadeh & Chandra (2005) was further validated 

by Knock & Davison (2007) who found that the impact velocity of a droplet could also 

be determined for stains that occurred at varying impact angles.  

 

7.4.4 Surface texture 

The surface texture of a target surface is responsible for the overall appearance 

or distortion of the stain. In some cases, such as with a fabric target surface, it is also 

responsible for the size of the stains, where fabrics that are very absorbent produce 

larger stains. This aspect will be discussed further in Section 7.6.  

 

 At a 90° impact with a smooth, hard, nonporous surface such as glass, porcelain 

and tile, the surface tension of the blood drop will resist rupturing and relatively 

uniform circular stains will be produced independent of the falling distance (James, 
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Kish & Sutton 2005). Some scalloping or dimpling of the edges may be observed in 

these stains. Alternatively, rough or porous surfaces such as concrete, unpolished wood 

and fabric material have protuberances that disrupt the surface tension of the droplet 

upon impact (James & Nordby 2005). Blood flows irregularly into the rim so the spines 

or dimples that form will also be irregular in shape, resulting in a distorted, irregular or 

asymmetrical shape (Wonder 2001). Additionally, satellite spatter may also form as 

detached or semi-attached protrusions. 

 

At more acute angles, the stains become more irregular and asymmetrical which 

may lead to difficulty in establishing measurements (James, Kish & Sutton 2005). 

Hulse-Smith’s (2005) published paper showed that increasing surface roughness 

reduced the overall stain diameter and promoted merging of spines, thus diminishing 

their number. A relationship between surface roughness and number of spines produced 

could not be derived. The other smoother surfaces produced larger stains, and more 

symmetrical and regularly spaced spines, albeit they were smaller than those produced 

on paper (Hulse-Smith, Mehdizadeh & Chandra 2005).  

 

 An important type of target surface that has not yet been extensively studied is 

fabric surfaces, which are rough, absorbent, elastic and porous and produce a wide 

range of bloodstain types. The properties of the fabrics chosen for this study are 

discussed in the following sections.  

 

7.5 Fabric properties 

 A textile fabric is an assembly of fibres or yarns that has a substantial surface 

area relative to its thickness and has a useful mechanical strength (Robertson & Grieve 

1999). The fabrics examined in this study are fabrics mostly used for clothing, the most 

commonly examined textile product in forensic science (Robertson & Grieve 1999). In 

1995, the world textile fibre production chart showed that cotton was the most produced 

and consumer used textile, followed by synthetic fibres containing polyester (Robertson 

& Grieve 1999). Therefore, 100% cotton material and a blend of cotton polyester were 

chosen as the examined fabrics in this study. The third fabric chosen was one that 
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exhibited the most distortion in resulting bloodstains in Slemko (1999); 100% silk was 

obtained for comparison purposes.  

 

7.5.1 100% cotton drill 

Cotton is a natural fibre attached to the seed of several vegeTable species of the 

genus Gossypium (Robertson & Grieve 1999). The fibres are mainly composed of 

cellulose, are several centimetres in length and shaped with convolutions or ribbon-like 

twists. There are from 60 (coarse Asian cotton) to 110 (fine cotton) convolutions per 

centimetre in cotton fibres. These convolutions improve the flexibility of the fibres 

(Robertson & Grieve 1999). One of the important features of cotton to this study is that 

it is hydrophilic and has excellent water absorbing capabilities.  

 

The 100% cotton drill material obtained was a medium to heavyweight fabric, 

generally used for home furnishings, cargo pants, army apparel, clothing for labour 

workers, uniforms, and various forms of outerwear such as jackets, headwear, coveralls 

and outdoor apparel (Jute Fabric Manufacturers & Exporters 2008). It is a tightly woven 

fabric, strong and very durable. The weave of cotton drill is a diagonal twill weave 

made with coarse yarns in a dense construction. Twill weave is characterized by the 

effect of noticeable parallel diagonal ribs formed left-to-right or right-to-left (Jute 

Fabric Manufacturers & Exporters 2008). 

 

7.5.2 65/35 Polyester cotton  

 Polyester fibres are synthetically made and so appear fine, regular, and 

translucent (Robertson & Grieve 1999). The fibre is not very elastic, but is quite 

hydrophobic (averse to water), and with the high degree of crystallinity of the polymer, 

results in a fibre with very low moisture content (Robertson & Grieve 1999). 

 

Polyester is usually blended with cotton to allow the fabric to resist wrinkling 

and creasing. The fabric obtained for this study is composed of 65% polyester fibres and 

35% cotton fibres. This blend of fabric is commonly used in everyday clothing. 
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Logically, the high quantity of polyester in this fabric will cause it to exhibit more 

polyester characteristics than cotton.  

 

The type of weave in this fabric is poplin, a tightly woven plain weave and is 

relatively lightweight (Jute Fabric Manufacturers & Exporters 2008). A plain weave is a 

basic style weave which has the threads intertwined in an alternate way to produce a 

checkerboard effect. It is also known as one-up-one-down weave or over and under 

pattern. The interlacing of the threads leaves equal spacings between them and is visible 

on the surface of the fabric (Jute Fabric Manufacturers & Exporters 2008). 

 

7.5.3 100% Shantung silk 

Silk fabric is composed of natural, continuous, filamental fibres obtained from 

the larvae of silkworms. In the literature, several conflicting articles were found with 

regards to the creation of Shantung silk. Despite the uncertainty of the type of 

processing that creates the Shantung silk fabric, it was generally agreed that Shantung 

silk is made from Tussah silk worms which produce coarse silk fibres (Lee 1999). 

 

In its raw state, silk contains approximately 75% fibre and 25% of a globular 

protein called sericin. The sericin is usually left on the silk filaments to protect them 

from mechanical damage during processing. The silk fabric is then ‘de-gummed’ to 

remove up the sericin (Robertson & Grieve 1999). For wild silk, only 11% of the sericin 

is removed (Lee 1999). After de-gumming, wild silk fibres are found to be dark beige to 

light brown in colour. The fibres are thick or coarse (average of 28 μm), and not very 

uniform in width, with pronounced longitudinal striations (Robertson & Grieve 1999).  

 

Typically, silk is strongly hygroscopic in nature and readily absorbs moisture. It 

has a high swelling capacity and may increase in volume by 30 to 40% (Lee 1999). Its 

porous and breathable nature allows it to disperse perspiration and heat from the skin in 

direct contact with it, but can also insulate or trap heat to prevent loss of warmth. The 

fibres are also quite elastic and can be stretched to 20 to 30% of its original length. Raw 

silk has a standard moisture content of 11% due to the sericin having a higher water-
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absorbing capacity. De-gummed silk however, has a moisture content of about 10% 

(Robertson & Grieve 1999). 

 

The Shantung silk weave is a plain weave fabric with a slight rib. The fabric also 

has slubs or small bumps that give it an uneven surface texture which was consistent 

with the material obtained in this study (Lee 1999). 

 

7.6 Bloodstains on fabrics  

 Of the few published papers, most use paper or cardboard to study bloodstains, 

and in the case where fabrics are the experimental surface targets, the bloodstains 

produced on paper or cardboard are regarded as ‘ideal’ and is used as a standard for 

comparison (Karger, Rand & Brinkmann 1998; White 1986). This is because the stains 

are practically unaffected by the surface texture and because the paper is absorbent 

enough to permanently record the bloodstains (Karger, Rand & Brinkmann 1998). 

 

White (1986) conducted experiments on 16 different fabrics to determine the 

effect of passive blood drop volume, dropping height and impact angle on the 

bloodstain patterns on fabrics. For the list of fabrics, refer to White (1986: 5 – 9). A 

summary of White’s results are given in the following paragraphs. 

 

Stain size was dependent on the degree of absorption and diffusion of the 

examined fabrics. The stain sizes were compared to stains produced by a smooth 

cardboard control. Fabrics such as denim, terry cloth and corduroys that have a high 

degree of absorption produced stain sizes that were smaller than those produced by the 

cardboard control. Small stain sizes were also observed for fabrics such as wool and 

nylon because the blood formed small convex drops on their surfaces. Contrarily, stains 

larger than those produced by the cardboard control were the result of an increased 

outward diffusion from the initial contact point of the blood drop into the surrounding 

fabric material (White 1986).  
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Another effect White observed was that on cotton, heavy cotton and cotton 

polyester knit, the stain sizes became smaller as the dropping height increased. This is 

contradictory to the effect of dropping height on bloodstains on solid, smooth surfaces 

as per section 7.4.2. This decreasing size effect was not observed on relatively non-

absorbent surfaces. White suggested that the decrease in stain size was the result of one 

or a combination of three factors:- 

 

1) An increased amount of satellite spatter occurred from higher dropping 

heights which resulted in less blood available for the parent drop formation 

2) Higher dropping heights resulted in the droplet having a greater velocity, 

causing the blood to penetrate the fabric surface further and become 

absorbed by the fibres in the depth of the fabric before diffusing outwards. 

This would result in smaller, denser stains. 

3) Some of the blood may have penetrated and passed through the fabric due to 

its construction as was the case with terry cloth and cotton knit. 

 

White also found that an increase in dropping height caused an increase in the 

amount of satellite spatter and warns that the satellite spatter should not be mistaken for 

impact spatter. At very low dropping heights and low angles, ‘runs’ or ‘trails’ of blood 

were sometimes present, which White suggests can be used to determine dropping 

height. Overall, White’s study showed that bloodstain size and appearance on fabrics 

was influenced by the initial blood volume, texture, composition and construction of the 

fabric being examined.  

 

 Slemko (1999) examined stains caused by a range of passive droplet sizes on 

several different fabrics were examined. The level of absorbency and texture of the 

fabric caused stain distortion which Slemko defines as ‘a central concentrated stain with 

a diffused outer stain ring’. Examples of the absorbent fabrics where stain distortion 

occurred are 100% cotton, 65%/35% polyester cotton, 100% acrylic, 100% silk 

(textured), and 100% polyester. Where the texture of the fabric played a role in stain 

distortion, Slemko showed that when the droplet was equal or larger to the size of a 

single fabric thread, distortion was observed along the length of the thread or along the 

grain of the fabric.  
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 The greatest stain distortion was also observed on fabrics that were highly 

absorbent and coarse such as 100% textured silk, whereas the least stain distortion 

occurred on non-absorbent and chemically treated fabrics such as 100% nylon and 

100% rayon (Slemko 1999).  

 

 It is clear that fabric surfaces produce a challenge for forensic analysts where not 

only the texture and properties of the fabric is important, but the history of the fabric 

article may influence stain appearances. Thus, for simplifying purposes, this study will 

be examining fabrics obtained directly from fabric stores with little or no history 

attached.  

 

7.7 Summary 

This literature review has shown that the texture of the target surface is very 

important when considering bloodstain patterns in a forensic situation. In the case of 

fabrics, the rough nature and texture of the material can greatly influence the appearance 

of bloodstains, causing unpredictable stains with distortions and edge effects. Few 

papers have been published on fabric stains despite the need of more research on the 

subject. This study serves to provide more knowledge and a better understanding of the 

subject.   
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8. MATERIALS & METHODS 

 

 

8.1 Introduction 

 Several blood drops were deposited on three different types of new fabrics and 

paper at varying angles. The stains were allowed to dry before they were digitally 

photographed and examined. The digital photographs where then converted into black 

and white images before they were further analysed using several computer programs.  

The blood used in this study was healthy human blood drawn via venipuncture 

into vacuum tubes containing EDTA to prevent coagulation. The blood was used within 

5 to 6 days of being drawn and was stored at 4°C when not in use. Before use, the blood 

was warmed to 37°C using a water bath. All experiments were conducted at room 

temperature (controlled at 23°C) with an average humidity of 50 % and at an average 

atmospheric pressure of 1020 hPa. 

 

8.2 Pipette calibration 

 The droplet volume intended for this study was 26 µL, similar to the volume 

used by Pizzola (1986a & b). The method of delivery was using a 200 µL Eppendorf 

micropipette. The standard tips that came with the pipette had openings that were too 

small to deliver 26 µL of blood, so the tip of the pipette was cut off carefully using a 

razor to minimize surface roughness of the opening. The diameter of the pipette tip 

achieved was ~ 1 mm. At a micropipette reading of 26 µL, 100 drops of blood were 

deposited onto a microbalance (precision of 1 µg). The average volume produced by the 

micropipette was found to be 26.07 ± 0.589 µL. 

 

8.3 Fabric surfaces 

 The fabrics chosen for this study were several metres of 100% cotton drill, 65/35 

Polyester cotton (polycotton), 100% Shantung silk. Low quality paper was also obtained 
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as a control. The fabrics were obtained from a wholesale fabric store and were not 

chemically treated or washed in any way before use. When not in use, the fabrics were 

left in a room with the atmospheric conditions in Section 8.1.  

 

 Small sections of each fabric and paper were then cut out and placed under a 

laboratory microscope for examination of the fibres and weave types. Figure 8.1 shows 

the cotton fabric under 50X magnification. The axes given are in pixels which allowed 

for calibration of the image. The twill weave is seen clearly and can be compared to 

Robertson & Grieve’s (1999) diagram in Figure 8.2.  

 

 A calculation of the number of threads per mm of the fabric yielded the threads 

per inch (tpi) count. For 100% cotton drill, the count was approximately 230 tpi.  
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Figure 8.1 Image of 100% Cotton drill threads at 50X magnification (3.0 m/pixel). 
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Figure 8.2 Basic fabric weave types. The solid squares in the square paper design 

indicate one weave repeat. (from Robertson & Grieve 1999) 

 

 

Figure 8.3 shows 65/35 polyester cotton fabric under 100X magnification; it is 

noticeably a plain weave with large spacings between the threads. A count of the 

threads yielded a tpi of approximately 80 for this fabric.   
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Figure 8.3 Image of 65/35 Polyester cotton threads at 100X magnification (1.5 

m/pixel). 

 Figure 8.4 shows a microscope image of the silk fabric under 100X 

magnification. The weave is a plain weave, although the threads in the horizontal 

alignment of the fabrics are much thicker than those in the vertical alignment. For the 

thread count, the number of horizontal threads was counted for the tpi, which gave a 

value of 140 thick threads per inch.  

 

Figure 8.5 shows the paper fibres that make up the low quality paper obtained 

for this study at 100X magnification.  
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Figure 8.4 Photomicrograph of 100% Shantung silk threads at 100X magnification  (1.5 

m/pixel). 
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Figure 8.5 Photomicrograph of paper fibres at 100X magnification  (1.5 m/pixel). 

 

8.4 Experimental set-up 

Each fabric was placed on a stiff board and held in place by taping the edges 

down onto the board. The paper and cotton fabric was laid flat on the board’s surface 

because the material was thick enough to absorb all the blood. However, blood tended 

to soak through the polyester cotton and silk material and onto the board. Thus, the two 

fabrics were suspended firmly over the board using strips of polystyrene that had been 

cut to the same height.  

 

One end of the board was raised in increments of 20° angles using a retort stand. 

The angles were obtained using trigonometry by measuring the height of the raised end 

and the length of the board’s surface and taking the arc tan of the measurements. A 

protractor was also used to check the angle at the fabric surface and the desired angle 

was obtained to ± 1°.  

 

 The micropipette used for delivering the drops was positioned 14 cm above the 

surface of the board using another retort stand. The height of 14 cm was measured using 
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a measuring tape and the approximate position of the micropipette over the fabric was 

determined with the assistance of a laser pointer strapped to the micropipette. 

 A diagram of the experimental set up is shown in Figure 8.6.  

 

 

 

Figure 8.6 Experimental set-up for depositing bloodstains on fabrics at different impact 

angles. 

 

 

A minimum of 20 blood drops were deposited at each angle for each fabric. The 

drops were released from the micropipette by depressing the plunger slowly until the 

final stop position and then allowing the blood droplet to fall away under its own 

weight. For the paper surface, only the 90° and 10° angles were examined due to time 

constraints. The number of stains for each angle on each fabric is shown in Table 8.1. 
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Table 8.1 Number of bloodstains produced per angle for each examined fabric. 

Impact 

angle (θ) 

100% Cotton 

drill 

65/35 

Polycotton 

100% 

Shantung silk 

Paper 

90° 22 20 20 20 

70° 20 21 23 - 

50° 22 22 20 - 

30° 26 20 21 - 

10° 21 22 25 28 

 

 

 

After the stains were deposited the falling height was measured again from the 

tip of the pipette to the highest point of the stain. At the lower angles (70° and 50°) the 

falling height of the drops was found to be 14 ± 0.5 cm. At more acute angles however, 

the error was much larger due to the steepness of the board’s surface and the difficulty 

in positioning the pipette at the desired height. For angles at 30° and 10°, the falling 

height obtained was 14 ± 1 cm. After the drops had been deposited the stains were 

allowed to dry before the fabrics were removed from the board for photographing.  

 

8.5 Photographing the stains 

Photographs of the fabric and paper stains were taken approximately 1 hour after 

the stains had dried, with the exception of the polycotton where the stains took 1.5 to 2 

hours to dry. The stains on the surfaces were photographed using a digital Fujifilm 

Finepix4900Zoom camera, with a 1: 2.8 - 3.1 ratio, at a resolution of 2400 × 1800 

pixels with flash. A scale in either the form of a measuring rule or a sticker from the 

West Australian police laboratory was placed beside the stains in all photographs.  
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8.6 Photograph analysis 

 For computational stain analysis, the photos first needed to be converted into 

black and white images so that they could be analysed by a computer program.  

 

The photographs were transferred into a computer and opened in Adobe 

Photoshop software. Each photo was transformed into a greyscale image with a pixel 

scale of 0 to 255 where 0 is black and 255 is white. The photo was then transformed 

into a black and white image using a threshold value between 0 and 255 where any 

greyscale value above the threshold was made white (in this case, the fabric) and any 

value below the threshold was turned black (the bloodstain). The threshold value varied 

from photograph to photograph although the general rule of thumb used was to ensure 

that as much as the satellite spatter was viewable without compromising the shape of 

the parent stain. The software also provides a ‘preview’ button which was immensely 

helpful in determining the best threshold value by comparing the original image to the 

black and white image. An example of a photo transformation is shown in Figure 8.7. 

 

 

 

Figure 8.7 Transformation of a bloodstain photograph into a black and white image 

using a threshold value of 166 via Adobe Photoshop software. 

 

 

 The images were then put into an image processing program IgorPro 5.0 

(WaveMetrics Inc.) to obtain the following data:  

 pixel perimeter or outline of the stains 

 the surface area of the stain 
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 circularity of the stains. Circularity was defined by the Igor help file as  

2Perimeter

4  ObjectArea 
     (Equation 8.1)  

This value approaches 1 for a perfect circle.  

 rectangularity of the stains, which was defined as the ratio of the area of the 

particle to the area of the inscribing (non-rotated) rectangle. This ratio is π/4 for 

a perfect circular object, and unity for a non-rotated rectangle.   

 

The data were then put into a program that obtained the pixel dimensions of 

each bloodstain. Using this program, the following pixel data were collected: 

 total length of stain (including parent stain and satellite spatter/cast off length) 

 width and length of parent stain 

 cast off length 

 

Finally, the pixel perimeter data was put into an elliptical fitting program created 

by Dr. Ralph James, supervisor of this study. A description of the program is given in 

the next section.  

 

8.7  Elliptical fitting program 

In the program, the ellipse fitted to the pixel perimeter data has a semi-major 

axis a, and a semi-minor axis b and is roughly fitted over the stain outline manually. For 

each (x,y) point in the perimeter of the bloodstain, the ellipse fitting program then 

obtains the minimum distance to any (x,y) point in the fitted ellipse. The sum of these 

distances is then divided by the total number of points, and this value is the average 

error of the fit. The program then attempts to minimise the amount of error by adjusting 

the centre of the ellipse and the lengths of the axes accordingly. Figure 8.8 shows the 

outline of a bloodstain with an ellipse that has been fitted using the program. The final 

average error obtained was 1.82 pixels. 
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Figure 8.8 Elliptical fit to the perimeter of a cotton bloodstain image (in pixels). 

Average error of fit was 1.82 pixels. 

 

 

The program has some limitations when it comes to stains that are fragmented or 

extremely ‘crinkly’. Additionally, forensic analysts generally fit ellipses to the leading 

edge portion of the stain. To solve for this problem, a boundary line was introduced to 

the image, allowing the program to fit the ellipse to the front portion of the stain. Figure 

8.9 shows a successful elliptical fit to the front section of a highly irregular parent stain.  

 

After ellipses had been fitted to all the stains and all the data had been obtained, 

the pixel values for each measured parameter were then converted into millimetres 

using the scales obtained for each photo. The data were then analysed, the results of 

which are presented in Chapter 9.  
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Figure 8.9 Elliptical fitting to the perimeter of an irregular polycotton stain image (in 

pixels) that is to the right of the vertical boundary line. Average error was 9.25 pixels. 
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9. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

 

 

9.1 Introduction 

 Two types of analyses were conducted on the fabric and paper stains; a 

qualitative and a quantitative analysis. The qualitative analysis first examined the 

overall shape and appearance of the photographed stains and microscope images in 

order to determine intrinsic forensic values such as the direction of travel, ellipticity of 

the parent stain for angle of impact calculations, and influence of the target surface on 

the stains. The quantitative analysis then attempts to put a measure on the 

morphological characteristics of the stains to determine if further useful information can 

be obtained computationally. 

 

9.2 Qualitative bloodstain analysis 

 Provided for each analysis is an image comprised of selected bloodstains at the 

examined angles. The analysis given will be related to the stains in these images, unless 

otherwise stated. For non-scaled black and white images of all the stains produced in 

this study, refer to Appendix B. 

 

9.2.1 100% cotton drill 

 This material was a thick, heavy, and dense material which produced 

large bloodstains that had very little satellite spatter. The diagonal weave ribbing in the 

material did not seem to have much of an effect on the stains, except at very low angles. 

The diffusion of the blood through the threads can be seen at a microscopic level in 

Figure 9.1. Note that the blood that had diffused through a single thread tended to flow 

along that thread without diffusing into an overlapping thread at right angles, unless 

complete saturation had occurred. Figure 9.2 is a picture of selected bloodstains 

produced at the examined impact angles for this fabric. 
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Figure 9.1 Photomicrograph of the diffusion of blood through the threads of 100% 

cotton drill fabric at 50X magnification (3.0 m/pixel). 

 

 

 

Figure 9.2 Selected bloodstains produced at varying impact angles for 100% cotton 

drill.  
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90° impact angle 

 At a 90° angle where the droplet impacted the surface at right angles, the 

resulting bloodstains were oval in shape, the elongation occurring in the direction of the 

weave ribbing (Figure 9.2). White (1986) also described this effect on heavy cotton 

material. Raymond (1996a) suggested that this may be due to the oscillations of the 

blood droplets. However, a comparison with the stains on the paper control showed that 

the paper stains were quite circular at this angle, albeit much smaller than cotton stains. 

Closer examination of the stain rims at other angles showed that the blood tended to 

flow outwards in between the ribbings that protrude from the surface of the fabric 

(Figure 9.3). At low angles, it may be that the protruding ribbings caused the blood to 

flow or be displaced outward, in between the ribbings in the displacement stage of the 

impact. White (1986), who dropped 34 and 91 µL drops of blood at a dropping height of 

5 cm and 15 cm onto the same cotton fabric, with weave orientation in a 90° direction 

(right angles to the line of travel), also achieved oval shapes for the larger droplet. Thus, 

it is unlikely that the oval shape is due to the droplet oscillations and is a characteristic 

of the fabric itself. 

 

 

 

Figure 9.3 Wave cast off at 10° impact angle where blood on the edges of the stain 

flowed into the spaces between the diagonal weave ribbings of the 100% cotton drill 

fabric. 

 

 

70° impact angle 

At 70°, a slight protrusion occurred at the terminal edges of most stains, 

although the stains were still quite oval (Figure 9.2). The protrusions were not always 

very obvious at this angle, and the stains could be mistaken for being circular.  

 

50° impact angle 
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Elongation of the stain became more pronounced at a 50° angle. Half the stains 

had a protrusion which indicated the direction of travel (Figure 9.4), although the other 

half were much like the stain given in Figure 9.4 and direction of travel could not be 

determined due to the symmetricity of the stain and lack of satellite spatter.  

 

 

 

Figure 9.4 Protrusion at the terminal edge of a bloodstain impacting at 50° on 100% 

cotton drill. The scale is in mm. 

 

 

30° impact angle 

At 30°, a wave cast-off occurred in all the stains with the tail of the cast off 

pointing back to the parent stain (Figure 9.2). In three of the stains, the cast off did not 

completely detach from the parent stain, resulting in an elongated figure 8 shape with 

the cast off smaller than the parent stain.  

 

10° impact angle 

At a 10° angle, both the parent stain and the wave cast off were generally much 

longer and narrower than at 30°, and for most of the stains, the cast off had separated 

from the parent stain and had a long tail (Figure 9.2). As with stains at a 30° impact 

angle, direction of travel could be easily determined from the stain appearance. 

 

9.2.2 65/35 Polyester cotton 

 Blood impacting the surface of this fabric tended to splatter into irregular 

shapes. After impact, the blood was not absorbed through the fabric and was seen to 
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remain on the surface in convex shaped drops and thus, taking a longer time to dry and 

producing dense, dark stains that were a result of collected amounts of blood drying, 

and not coagulation. This was thought to be due to the non-absorbent, hydrophobic 

polyester fibres which took up most of the fabric’s composition. The microscope image 

of the bloodstain on polycotton threads in Figure 9.5 shows that the blood tended to coat 

the holes or spacings between the threads near the edge of the stain, and at the edge of 

the stain, diffusion occurred only through some of the fibres within each thread, 

presumably the cotton fibres. Figure 9.6 shows selected bloodstains produced at the 

examined impact angles for this fabric. 
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Figure 9.5 Photomicrograph of a bloodstain on polyester cotton threads at 50X 

magnification (3.0 m/pixel). 
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Figure 9.6 Selected bloodstains produced at varying impact angles for 65/35 polyester 

cotton. The stain at 10° impact angle is truncated to show only the parent stain because 

the cast-off length exceeded 20 cm.  

 

 

90° impact angle 

 At 90°, the bloodstains were roughly circular, of a similar size to paper stains, 

and had several unevenly spaced spines protruding from all sides of the stain (Figure 

9.6). Some stains were also jagged in appearance, perhaps where spines had not 

completely formed. After the stains had dried, the outer rim of the blood where blood 

had collected was much darker compared to the stains inner region (Figure 9.6). The 

number of spines were counted for each stain, and varied from  

 

70° impact angle 

At a 70° impact angle, the stains were still irregular and jagged in shape 

although most were slightly elongated along the line of travel or had a protruding 

terminal edge (Figure 9.6). The terminal edge of the stain tended to be darker than the 

leading edge rim, although it was difficult to determine the exact direction of travel 

from the appearance alone (Figure 9.6). Additionally, 5 out of the 21 stains created had 

a large satellite drop that did not land directly in line with the terminal edge of the 

parent drop. Instead, the drop landed to one side of the terminal edge point (Figure 9.7), 

which can be misleading in a forensic situation.  
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Figure 9.7 Satellite spatter landing to the right of the terminal edge of a blood drop 

impacting at a 70º angle. The scale is in mm. 

 

 

50° impact angle 

The parent stains at the 50° impact angle were irregular, often appearing 

incomplete such as the stain shown in Figure 9.6. Twelve of the 22 stains had a large 

satellite drop detach from the parent stain, the remaining 10 stains were either elongated 

in the line of travel, or had a satellite drop that did not completely detach from the 

parent stain.  

 

30° impact angle 

At 30°, in addition to the irregular shape, the parent stain often took on a ‘fish-

bone’ like appearance where the sides of the stains were scalloped (Figure 9.6). The 

parent stains did not form ellipses, although a faint outline of the ellipse could still be 

seen around the stains in some cases, as if the blood had been pulled inwards, away 

from the outer rim of the stain. Several smaller satellite drops also formed in the wave 

cast off, and the direction of travel could generally be determined (Figure 9.6). 

 

10° impact angle 

At a 10° angle, most of the parent stains were fragmented and irregular in shape, 

making it difficult to determine which portion of the stain constituted the parent stain 

(Figure 9.6). The most notable thing about this angle were the numerous satellite drops 

that formed in the cast off and the length of the cast-off itself, reaching up to 40 cm in 

some cases.  
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9.2.3 100% Shantung silk 

 The stains produced on this fabric showed a tendency to be absorbed quickly 

and to diffuse in the direction of the striations in the fabric weave (the weave of the 

fabric was oriented parallel to the direction of travel). This was thought to be due to the 

high moisture content in the fabric combined with the blood diffusing along the thicker 

threads that made up the striations, as shown by the microscope image in Figure 9.8. 

This often left a rectangular shaped stain at the lower angles 70° to 50° with an 

occasional central stain outline (Figure 9.9). Even at a 90° impact angle, the stains were 

rectangular, which may mislead analysts into thinking the drops had impacted at an 

angle (Figure 9.10). Overall, the stains at these lower angles on the silk fabric were 

large, rectangular, and ‘distorted’, as described by Slemko (1999). The blood formed a 

central stain with a visible rim in some cases, and outward diffusion of the blood 

occurred in the striations in the fabric weave (Figure 9.10). 
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Figure 9.8 Photomicrograph showing the diffusion of a bloodstain through the thicker 

threads of 100% Shantung silk fabric at 100X magnification (1.5 m/pixel). 
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50° impact angle 

 At a 50° impact angle, a satellite drop often formed at the terminal edge of the 

stain and landed close to the parent stain. Diffusion of the blood then occurred, causing 

the two stains to join. After drying, the outline of the central stain and the satellite drop 

was sometimes visible and had darkened terminal edges, which, in a forensic situation, 

may help in determining the direction of travel (Figure 9.9). Where no visible outline of 

the central stain showed, direction of travel was difficult to determine due to the 

rectangular and symmetrical shape of the stain. Figure 9.10 shows the one exception 

where the satellite stain and parent stain did not join.  

 

 

 

Figure 9.9 Outline of central and satellite stain with darkened terminal edges within the 

diffused bloodstain of a blood drop impacting at 50º impact angle on Shantung silk.  

 

 

30° and 10° impact angle 

 At the 30° and 10° impact angle, the central stain within the parent no longer 

had a clear outline (Figure 9.10). Where an outline was observed, they appeared 

irregular and somewhat elliptical. Diffusion of the blood in both the parent stain and 

wave cast off caused some of the stains look to smudged and irregular in shape. In most 

cases, diffusion occurred evenly throughout the wave cast off stains, leaving no clear 

imprint of the shape of the original stain (Figure 9.10). However, the overall appearance 
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of the stain still showed a basic parent stain and wave cast off shape, which could 

provide the direction of travel (Figure 9.10). 

 

Figure 9.10 Selected bloodstains produced at varying impact angles for 100% Shantung 

silk.  
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9.2.4 Paper  

 At a 90° angle, the stains formed on paper were circular in shape (Figure 9.11). 

Some of the stains had a slightly jagged outline where spines did not completely form. 

After drying, the paper tended to contract in the vicinity of the stain, so the paper had to 

be firmly stretched out for photographing, but the contractions may have resulted in 

slightly irregular or non-circular shaped stains. At a 10° impact angle, the terminal edge 

of the stain formed a large blob in all the stains, followed by several satellite stains with 

a long tail on the wave cast off pointing back to the parent stain (Figure 9.11). 

 

 

 

Figure 9.11 Bloodstains produced at a 90° and 10° impact angle on paper. 
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9.3 Quantitative bloodstain analysis 

 Quantitative analysis was conducted on the black and white images of the 

bloodstains on fabric and paper using various computer software and image processing 

programs described in Chapter 8.  

 

9.3.1 Angle of impact  

 Remembering that to calculate the angle of impact,  

 (ellipse width) 
sin

 (ellipse length) 

b

a
      (Equation 9.1) 

Thus,  

1

sin

a

b 
       (Equation 9.2) 

 The angle of impact was calculated for all the stains by fitting an ellipse to the 

parent stains using an elliptical fitting program. The average angle of impact obtained 

for the stains at each angle was then plotted as a function of the ratio a/b for each fabric.  

 

Cotton 

Figure 9.12 shows the ratio a/b of the cotton stains plotted against the impact 

angles examined in this study. The experimental values were in good agreement with 

the elliptical fitting theory, despite the stains being larger than those produced on paper. 

This indicates that post-impact spreading of blood throughout the fabric was relatively 

even in all directions after impact. At 90° and 70° impact angles however, the values 

fell below the theory line because the stains were oval in shape, and so, analysts will 

need to be careful while examining stains of this type. 

For the other angles however, there was also some margin of error, although the 

errors were not as large as the values obtained in White’s (1986) study, where 

computational analysis would not have been available. Also White (1986) washed the 

fabrics which would have influenced the stain appearance. In this study, the angle of 

impact that produced the least amount of error however, was 10°, where the standard 

deviations gave values between 10.5° and 8°. 
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Figure 9.12 Calculated angle of impact for 100% cotton drill stains at the examined 

angles (º). Error bars indicate the standard deviation of the mean values. The curve fit 

from the elliptical fitting theory is provided as a comparison. a is the ellipse length, and 

b is the ellipse width. 

 

 

65/35 Polyester cotton 

For stains on polyester cotton, at 90° and 70° impact angles, the calculated 

impact angles were in good agreement with the elliptical fitting theory. At more acute 

angles though, the parent stains were often irregular in shape and incomplete at the 

terminal edge and a boundary line was introduced to allow fitting to the front portion of 

the stain (see Section 8.7). At very acute angles (10°), the ellipse could only be fitted to 

the first few millimetres of stain’s front portion. In some cases, the ellipse had to be 

fitted manually using the best fit apparent to the eye. Thus, a wide range of error was 

expected for polyester cotton stains at acute angles, and this is evident from the error 

bars given in the plot (Figure 9.13). Despite the large errors, at a 10° impact angle, the 

average value obtained was close to the expected value (8.2°) and the standard 

deviations gave impact angles between 6° and 13°. A purely empirical power law plot 
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was fitted to polyester cotton data and a reasonable fit was obtained for the 10°, 30° and 

50° impact angles. However, if this new fit was used to determine the angle of impact 

for a bloodstain on polycotton, the standard deviations show that there may be a margin 

of error in the result. This observed deviation from theory was reproducible in the data 

over the 20 stains created per angle and highlights a difference between the 65/35 

polyester cotton and the 100% cotton drill. 
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Figure 9.13 Calculated angle of impact of 65/35 polyester cotton stains at the examined 

angles (º) with an empirical power fit to the data. Error bars indicate the standard 

deviation of the mean values.  The curve fit from the elliptical fitting theory is provided 

as a comparison. a is the ellipse length, and b is the ellipse width. 

 

 

100% Shantung silk 

 It was mentioned in Section 9.2.3 that the diffused silk stains sometimes had a 

clear central elliptical stain outline. When translating the photographs in black and 

white images, these central stain outlines could not be distinguished using the threshold 

values, and so the black and white images remained as rectangular stain shapes. 
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Nevertheless, ellipses were still fitted to the rectangular stains and the angle of impact 

was calculated and presented in the plot in Figure 9.14. The values obtained did not 

correspond to the expected values, nor was a power law fit in good agreement with the 

data. The increase of the measured values over the theoretical values can be seen as an 

indication of non-isotropic spreading of blood on silk (see also Section 9.2.3). A good 

area for future research is to determine if the angle of impact could be determined by 

eliminating the diffused portions of the stain and fitting to the observable stain outline.  
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Figure 9.14 Calculated angles of impact of 100% Shantung silk stains at the examined 

angles (º) with an empirical power fit to the data. Error bars indicate the standard 

deviation of the mean values.  The curve fit from the elliptical fitting theory is provided 

as a comparison. a is the ellipse length, and b is the ellipse width. 

 

 

Paper 

 The calculated impact angles for paper stains were plotted, and for the two 

impact angles examined, the data was in good agreement with the theory (Figure 9.15). 
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Also included in the plot is data from Pizzola, Roth & De Forest (1986b) whose 

experiments were conducted using the same volume of blood on a paper surface. The 

differences between the data may be due to the different paper surfaces used. However, 

the agreement of this study’s data with the elliptical fitting theory shows that paper used 

was a good control for stain comparisons impact angles 90° and 10°. 
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Figure 9.15 Calculated angles of impact for paper stains at the examined angles 10º and 

90º. Error bars indicate the standard deviation of the mean values. The curve fit from 

the elliptical fitting theory and Pizzola (1986b) data are included as a comparison. a is 

the ellipse length, and b is the ellipse width. 

 

 

9.3.2 Satellite spatter and wave cast off 

 Table 9.1 provides the impact angles at which satellite spatter or a wave cast off 

occurred for the examined fabrics. The distinction between these two phenomena is 
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unclear in the literature, but in this study, ‘S’ indicates the presence of satellite spatter 

(single or many drops that detached from the parent stain and formed separate round 

stains nearby to the parent stain) and ‘W’ indicates a wave cast off (a single, or many 

detached drops that formed stains with a tail pointing back to the parent stain). Either 

way, the presence of either one of these phenomena indicates that the impact kinetic 

energy exceeded the surface energy of the blood allowing for the portions of the blood 

to be separated from the parent stain.  

 

 

Table 9.1 Impact angles at which satellite spatter or wave cast off occurred. ‘S’ 

indicates satellite spatter, ‘W’ indicates wave cast off, and ‘S&W’ indicates the 

presence of both. 

 10° 30° 50° 70° 90° 

100% Cotton drill W W - - - 

65/35 Polyester cotton W&S W&S S S S 

100% Shantung silk W W S - - 

 

 

 

The length of the cast off, or the distance at which the satellite spatter landed 

from the parent stain, tended to increase with increasingly acute angles. An examination 

of the cast off length (distance from the terminal edge of the parent stain to the terminal 

edge of the furthest satellite drop/wave cast off) of the 65/35 polycotton fabric yielded 

an interesting result. The average cast off length for the stains at each angle was plotted 

against the impact angles. An empirical power law plot provided a good fit to the data; 

the expression is provided in Figure 9.16. Thus, instead of angle of impact calculations, 

a measure of the cast off length may also assist in providing the angle at which drop 

impacted for this fabric.  
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Figure 9.16 Power law fit to cast off length (mm) of 65/35 polyester cotton stains at the 

examined impact angles (º). Error bars indicate the standard deviation of the mean 

values. 

 

 

9.3.3 Width and length of parent stain 

 The widths of the parent stains were obtained by measuring the semi-minor axis 

(2b) of the ellipse. While attempts have been made to establish a theoretical relationship 

between stain width and impact angles (see Middleman (1995) and Stow & Hadfield 

(1981)), it was not straightforward to apply this to the data here. Empirically, for the 

cotton and polyester cotton stains (silk also showed the trend but to a lesser extent), a 

power law relationship was observed with the changing angles due to the widening of 

the ellipses at more acute angles (Figure 9.17). Similarly with the length of the parent 

stains on polyester cotton, a power law relationship was observed for the changing 

angles (Figure 9.18).  
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Figure 9.17 Width of parent stains (mm) for the 3 examined fabrics at varying impact 

angles. Error bars indicate the standard deviation of the mean values. 
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Figure 9.18 Length of 65/35 polyester cotton parent stains (mm) at the examined impact 

angles. Error bars indicate the standard deviation of the mean values. 

 

 

9.3.4 Stain area 

 

 The total surface area of each bloodstain was obtained by analysing the pixels in 

their respective black and white images. The average surface area of the stains at each 

angle for every tested fabric is plotted in the graph in Figure 9.19 below. The surface 

area for silk stains increased with the steeper angles, which is expected because more of 

the blood is distributed over a larger area from the skidding of blood along the surface. 

However, the stain area for cotton and 65/25 polycotton appears to be independent of 

the angle of impact. A similar observation was made in Knock & Davison (2007). This 

indicates that the stain area may be a function of the droplet’s volume or dropping 

height/impact velocity for these surfaces. Unfortunately, other volumes or dropping 

heights were not tested for in this study, and so confirmatory comparisons cannot be 

made.   
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Figure 9.19 Total surface area (mm
2
) of bloodstains (including satellite spatter and wave 

cast off) on three examined fabrics at different impact angles. Error bars indicate the 

standard deviation of the mean values. 

 

 

9.3.5 Droplet velocity and diameter 

Knock & Davison (2007) provide an equation relating the stain size to the 

droplet diameter and impact velocity for all impact angles. Using experimental values, 

Knock & Davison (2007) devised the following equation 

 

1/2 1/4 0.75 2

0S 11.74(Re We ) 0.00084D     (Equation 9.1) 

 

where D0 is the diameter of the droplet, and S is the stain size defined by 

 

S ab        (Equation 9.2) 
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and a is semi major axis of the elliptical stain, and b is the semi minor axis.  

The velocity of the droplets was not varied in this study, so the Weber and 

Reynolds number was constant throughout. Hence, a plot of stain size (S) versus 

1/2 1/4 0.75 2

0(Re We ) D could not be created. Nevertheless, the data from this study could 

still be applied to the equation to determine if the same relationship could be obtained. 

 

The following parameters were established. With the inclusion of the effect of 

air resistance and drag on the droplet, the impact velocity of the drop from a height of 

14 cm was found to be 1.638 ms
-1

, and the droplet diameter was 0.00368 m. The 

Reynolds numbers and Weber numbers (see Section 4.2.1) for the blood drops used in 

this study are given below.  

 

3 2

0 1051 (kgm ) x 1.63 (ms ) x 0.00368 (m)
Re 630

0.01 (Pa.s)

vD





   (Equation 9.3) 

 

2 3 2 2

0

1

1051 (kgm ) x 1.63 (ms )  x 0.00368 (m)
198

0.052 (Nm )

v D
We








         (Equation 9.4) 

 

So, 1/2 1/4 0.75 2

0(Re We ) 0.000531D   m
2
, and according to the equation, should 

give a stain size (S) of 0.00707 m
2
. The stain sizes in this study were then calculated 

using the a and b of the fitted ellipse. Since stain sizes were found to be independent of 

impact angle, the average elliptical stain size for each fabric obtained using a and b 

from the elliptical fitting program are outlined in Table 9.2. 

 

 

Table 9.2 Average stain size (m
2
) for each examined fabric surface. 

Fabric Stain size = πab m
2 

(a and b obtained from elliptical 

fitting)
 

100% Cotton drill 1.4 × 10
-4 

± 1.9 × 10
-5 

65/35 Polyester cotton 6.7 × 10
-5 

± 2.3 × 10
-5

 

100% Shantung silk 1.3 × 10
-4 

± 3.4 × 10
-5

 

Paper 1.7 × 10
-4 

± 1.4 × 10
-5
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It can be seen the values obtained from Table 9.2 are very different from the 

expected value from Knock & Davison (2007). However, 0.00707 m
2
 is quite a large 

number and indicates an elliptical stain several cm in length and width, which was not 

obtained in this study. Knock & Davison (2007) may have included the wave cast off in 

the stain length, which may explain the large size. If this is the case, the stain size can 

be comparable to the total surface area of the stain, which was also obtained 

computationally in this study. The average stain area values that were measured in 

Section 9.3.4 are provided in Table 9.3. 

 

 

Table 9.3 Bloodstain surface area (m
2
)for each examined surface. 

Fabric Total stain surface area (from black & white images) m
2 

100% Cotton drill 0.00016 ± 9.2 × 10
-06

 

65/35 Polyester cotton 5.6 × 10
-05

 ± 1.2 × 10
-05

 

100% Shantung silk 0.0002 ± 8.7 × 10
-05

 

Paper 0.0001 ± 6.0 × 10
-05

 

 

 

 

The values obtained in Table 9.3 are more comparable to Knock & Davison 

(2007). They are still much smaller than the expected value, but their study was 

conducted using much higher dropping heights and larger drops. Furthermore, they state 

that the equation may not be applicable when the impact velocity was very low. In any 

case it appears that there is a significant discrepancy between this study’s results and the 

equations quoted by Knock & Davison (2007) that is yet to be resolved. 

 

9.4 Summary 

Microscope images of bloodstains on the examined fabrics are shown in Figure 

9.1, 9.5 and 9.8. Selected bloodstains produced at each impact angle examined on the 

three fabrics and paper can be viewed in Figure 9.2, 9.6, 9.10 and 9.11. Angle of impact 
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measurements with relation to the elliptical fitting theory are shown in Figure 9.12, 

9.13, 9.14 and 9.15. Measurements of wave cast off for bloodstains on 65/35 polyester 

cotton are plotted against impact angle in Figure 9.16. The total surface area of 

bloodstains (including satellite spatter and wave cast off) on the three examined fabrics 

are plotted against impact angles in Figure 9.19.  
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10. A PILOT STUDY ON IRONED SILK STAINS 

 

 

10.1 Introduction 

While conducting the experiments for this study, an interesting phenomenon 

presented itself. As discussed in Section 9.2.3, the silk fabric produced highly distorted 

stains due to diffusion of the blood throughout the fabric weave. After ironing the silk 

fabric, however, stains with markedly different shapes and appearances formed on the 

fabric. A closer examination of silk in the literature showed that ironing the silk may 

have had the effect of removing the high amount of water from the fibres which was 

responsible for the diffusion of blood through the fabric. Silk is hygroscopic, which 

means that after moisture content is removed, it will reabsorb water. A description of 

the methods used to examine the effect of ironing on silk is given in the following 

section. 

 

10.2 Methods 

A piece of silk fabric was ironed using a dry iron at the heat recommended for 

silk fabrics. A minimum of 6 drops were then deposited on the silk fabric at an angle of 

50° immediately after ironing, 1 day after ironing, and 7 days after ironing to determine 

the length of time it took for silk to reabsorb moisture. The stains were photographed 

and analysed in the same way as the other fabrics.  

A piece of fabric 4 × 3 cm in size was also obtained and weighed. The scrap was 

then ironed and placed on a microbalance to determine rehydration rate.  
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10.3 Results and analysis 

10.3.1 Stain images 

A ‘before and after ironing’ photograph of a silk stain is shown in Figure 10.1. It 

can be seen that after the silk fabric was ironed, the stain produced had a more 

symmetrical and elliptical parent stain with a clear satellite drop. Figure 10.2 is a 

photograph taken of some stains deposited at a 90° impact angle several days after the 

experiment was conducted. At 90°, the stain is almost circular, and is also very thick 

and dense. It was observed that the drops at the 90° impact angle on the ironed stain 

formed convex drops that took a long time to dry. Similarly with the stains at a 50° 

impact angle, the drying times increased by approximately 1 hour compared to the non-

ironed fabrics.  

 

 

 

Figure 10.1 Photographs of silk stains deposited at a 50° impact angle before and after 

the silk fabric was ironed. 
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Figure 10.2 Photographs of silk stains deposited at a 50° impact angle before and after 

the silk fabric was ironed. 

 

 

 In Figure 10.3, selected stains from each day of the time-line experiment are 

given to show the increased diffusion of the blood through the fabric with time. The 

results varied for different sections of the fabric, although generally, blood began 

diffusing through the fabric weave 1 day after ironing. In some cases however, some 

stains did not diffuse even after several days. Shantung silk is considered to be a coarse 

and textured fabric, and due to the production of fibres from an enormous number of 

silkworms, variation of moisture content properties amongst the threads due to varying 

amounts of sericin was expected. Thus, different rehydration rates may occur 

throughout sections of the fabric. Nevertheless, a longer time-line experiment will need 

to be conducted to confirm these findings.  
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Figure 10.3 Photographs of stains deposited on silk fabric at a 50° impact angle at 

specific time intervals after initial ironing. 

 

 

10.3.2  Silk rehydration rate 

The weight of the silk scrap pre-ironing was 0.1743 mg. After ironing, the silk 

lost 4.2% of its original weight. The log of the mass regain percentage was plotted 

against the log of time elapsed after ironing, and is shown in Figure 10.4. To summarise 

the plot, in the first minute and the 29 minutes after that, rehydration of the silk 

occurred quickly, but afterwards, rehydration occurred very slowly, and after 7 days, 

had still not yet reached the original weight. 
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Figure 10.4 Log of mass regain percentage versus time elapsed since ironing for a piece 

of silk fabric. 

 

 

10.3.3 Elliptical fitting 

Despite the clearer appearance of the stains on the ironed silk fabric, elliptical 

fitting to the parent stain showed an average value similar to the average value obtained 

for un-ironed silk. The average value gave an impact angle of approximately 26° (actual 

angle was 50°). Thus, angle of impact calculations may still not be successful for ironed 

silk stains, but the directionality of travel can clearly be determined from the stain’s 

appearance. 
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10.4 Summary 

Ironing the silk fabric clearly affects the appearance of stains, and can provide the 

direction of drop travel, whereas at the same angle, un-ironed fabric stains generally 

cannot. Furthermore, knowing the time taken for silk to rehydrate may indicate the time 

elapsed since ironing, which may or may not be useful in a forensic situation. 

Additionally, these results show that humidity may also affect stain appearances where 

a humid and moist atmosphere may increase moisture content in some fabrics and thus 

produce distorted stains. And so, the effect of humidity may need to be considered in a 

forensic situation along with considerations of the garment’s history.  
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11. DISCUSSION & CONCLUSIONS 

 

 

11.1 Bloodstain analysis on fabrics 

 The forensic values of passive stains formed on new 100% cotton drill, 65/35 

polyester and un-ironed 100% Shantung silk are summarised in the Tables 11.1 to 11.3. 

Generally, for a 26 μL passive drop of blood falling from a height of 14 cm, onto new 

100% cotton drill, 65/35 polycotton stains, and ironed silk, the stains produced have the 

potential to provide useful forensic information, and should not be discounted in an 

analysis.  

 

 

100% Cotton drill 

   

Table 11.1 Forensic value of passive stains on new 100% cotton drill. 

Direction of 

travel 

 

 Could be determined at angles 10°, 30° and 50° from overall 

shape and satellite spatter/wave cast off (Figure 9.2). 

 At angles 70° and 90°, stains were oval in shape, the minor 

axis of the ellipse, rather than the major axis was in the line 

of travel (Figure 9.2).  

 At 70°, a slight protrusion occurred at the stain’s terminal 

edge, which can indicate the direction of travel (Figure 9.2) 

Angle of impact 

 

 Could be determined with some error using an ellipse fitting 

on stains at all studied angles due to even diffusion of blood 

in all directions except 70° and 90° (Figure 9.2) 

Droplet volume  May be related to surface area of the stain; further research 

will need to be conducted (Figure 9.2) 

Droplet impact 

velocity 

 No spines formed, and so the expressions relating the 

number of spines to impact velocity cannot be used 

 Velocity may be related to surface area of the stain; will 

need further research (Figure 9.2) 
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65/35 Polyester cotton 

 

Table 11.2 Forensic value of passive stains on new 65/35 polyester cotton. 

Direction of 

travel 

 

 Could be determined at angles 10° if parent stain can be 

identified or by viewing thickened terminal rim edges of the 

satellite spatter (Figure 9.2) 

 Could be determined at 30° and 50° (Figure 9.2) 

 Could generally be determined at 70° by viewing the 

thickened terminal edge rim, but discounting the satellite 

spatter (Figure 9.2) 

 90° stains were circular (Figure 9.2) 

Angle of impact   Could be established for 10°, 70° and 90° impact angles 

using elliptical fitting with some error at 10° (Figure 9.2) 

 At 30° and 50°, could be determined using new power law 

fit, but with large error (Figure 9.2) 

 Determination could be assisted by measuring cast off 

length and length of parent stains (Figure 9.16 & Figure 

9.17) 

Droplet volume  May also be related to surface area of the stain (Figure 9.19) 

Droplet impact 

velocity 

 Spines formed at 90° but the spine count ranged from 4 to 

12 spines for all the stains, so it is unlikely that an accurate 

result may be obtained (see appendix B, Figure B-6). The 

spine count was subjective nonetheless, and a more 

experienced analyst may be able to obtain a better result.  

 May also be related to surface area of the stain (Figure 9.19) 
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100% Shantung silk 

 

Table 11.3 Forensic value of passive stains on new 100% Shantung silk. 

Direction of 

travel 

 

 Could be determined at 10° and 30° (Figure 9.2) 

 At 50°, can only be determined if satellite spatter formed or 

if the central stains were visible within the diffused stain 

 Could not be determined at 70° because of rectangularity 

and symmetricity of stain (Figure 9.2) 

 90° stains were rectangular and may be misleading (Figure 

9.2) 

Angle of impact 

 

 Could not generally be established, unless rectangularity of 

stain is corrected for (Figure 9.2) 

Droplet volume  Could not be established (Figure 9.2) 

Droplet impact 

velocity 

 No spines formed, and so impact velocity could not be 

established  

 

 

 

In addition to fitting ellipses to determine angle of impact, measuring the wave 

cast off length of stains can assist in determining the angle at which the droplet 

impacted for certain fabrics (Figure 9.2). This finding may be useful in a forensic 

situation not only for fabric surfaces, but for stains on other hard, smooth surfaces as 

well. On 100% cotton drill and 65/35 polyester cotton, the total surface area of 

bloodstains (including satellite spatter and wave cast off) appeared to be independent of 

impact angle (Figure 9.19). This signifies that the constant stain area for these fabrics 

may be a result of the dropping height, or the volume of the blood droplet.  

 

Microscopic analysis may be useful in understanding how the fabric weave or 

texture can influence the stain sizes and appearances. Furthermore, quantitative analysis 

of the stains using computational methods is recommended, as this can remove the 

subjectivity involved in fitting ellipses to parent stains.  
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Overall however, care must be taken when interpreting these stains as the nature 

and history of the fabrics can greatly influence stain appearance. Slemko (1999) found 

that for 65/35 polyester cotton, transfer stains appeared different on a washed fabric, as 

opposed to a new fabric. White (1986) also observed this effect, stating that the stains 

on washed polyester cotton material produced large irregular stains with a high degree 

of diffusion. Washing fabrics directly influences moisture content within the fabric, 

causing a high level of absorbency and it is apparent that the new 65/35 polyester cotton 

fabric used here had low moisture content as there was very little blood absorbance. 

Even with washing however, this study has shown that moisture content can be altered 

within a fabric by ironing or by other drying methods, and perhaps also by ambient 

humidity.  

 

Despite all these variables, it is recommended that bloodstain interpretation and 

analysis on fabrics would be best conducted on stains where blood diffusion has not 

occurred to a large degree; i.e. where a clear symmetrical or elliptical rim is visible and 

typical morphological characteristics such as satellite spatter and wave cast off is 

observed. 

 

11.2 Future research 

There is a wide range of possible studies that can be conducted within this area of 

research. Nonetheless, with relation to this study, future studies can be conducted using 

angles of impact that were not examined here using other commonly manufactured 

fabrics and textiles. The effect of orienting the weave of the fabrics with relation to the 

direction of travel may also be a useful area of research as it has been demonstrated that 

weave orientation can influence stain appearance.  

 

A limitation of this study is the unexamined various properties of fabrics such as 

fabric coarseness or denier (mass density of fibres), which may influence stain size and 

should be addressed in future research. Fabrics are also available with numerous 

coatings such as antimicrobial coats, water resisting agents, wax and oil coats, and 
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various other polymer coats, all of which may have varying influences on bloodstains 

and should be considered in future research. 

 

 The fabrics in this study were suspended in air while they received each blood 

droplet. However, creasing and the juxtaposition of surfaces such as skin and other 

fabrics is more than likely to occur in normal situations. How bloodstains appear in such 

cases should be considered in future work. Additionally, the issue of movement of a 

fabric relative to a falling blood droplet is a useful area of research. 

 

The computed stain area which was been found to be independent of impact 

angles in 100% cotton drill and 65/35 polyester cotton will need further investigation to 

determine if it can provide information on the droplet volume or dropping height. It 

would also be useful to develop a relationship between the wave cast off length and 

impact angle of the droplet for bloodstains.  

 

Furthermore, the silk study has demonstrated that ironing has an effect on silk 

stain appearances, and consequently, fabric moisture content and humidity need to be 

taken into account. This is a useful area of investigation and could be extended to 

surfaces other than fabrics. Only a 50° impact angle was examined for this brief study, 

and so future research can be conducted at other angles. Studies can also be conducted 

to determine if ironing other fabrics affects stain appearance.  
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APPENDIX A  

The letters A, B, C and D represents repeat trials for the same volume of fluid. 

 

Table A-1: 10 mL 59% glycerol on wood 

Time A (s) Time B (s) Distance (cm) 

16 20.96 10 

33 40 20 

57 68 30 

95 100 40 

141 134 50 

206 176 60 

302 226 70 

398 271 80 

461 338 90 

564 412 100 

680 473 110 

1080 560 120 

1464 638 130 

1704 726 140 

2016 855 150 

2378 1003 160 

2927 1196 170 

3564 1377 180 

3944 1447 190 

4273 1532 200 

4590 1628 210 
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Table A-2: 15 mL 59% glycerol on PVC 

Time A (s) Time B (s) Time C (s) Time D (s) Distance (cm) 

11 12 7 8 20 

17 21 14 15 40 

23 30 20 22 60 

32 43 29 30 80 

40 57 36 40.58 100 

50 72 45 52 120 

60 89 55 64.65 140 

71 108 69 81.22 160 

83 126 83 99.93 180 

95 140 98 123 200 

106 154 109 140 220 

 

 

Table A-3: 10 mL 42% glycerol on PVC 

Time A (s) Time B (s) Distance (cm) 

4 4 10 

7 7 20 

10 9 30 

14 10 40 

19 14 50 

24 18 60 

31 22 70 

36 27 80 

45 34 90 

54 42 100 

62 49 110 

72 55 120 

82 65 130 

91 74 140 
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98 83 150 

106 96 160 

119 110 170 

142 125 180 

167 141 190 

179 156 200 

180 171 210 

 

 

Table A-4: 15 mL 42% glycerol on PVC 

Time A (s) Time B (s)  Time C (s) Time D (s)  Distance (cm) 

5 7 6 7 20 

11 11 11 10 40 

16 14 14 15 60 

22 18 18 18 80 

29 24 23 23 100 

38 29 29 28 120 

44 34 33 31 140 

52 39 41 36 160 

60 46 49 41 180 

71 53 58 48 200 

82 60 66 55 220 

 

 

 

 

Table A-5: 15 mL pure glycerol on wood and PVC 

Time (wood) Distance (wood) Time (PVC) Distance (PVC) 

1472 22 386 10 

2566 30.5 970 24 

3725 40.5 1255 31 

4980 50 1672 40 
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6307 61 2125 50 

7680 70 2639 60.5 

8880 80 5912 118 

10848 93 6132 121 

11940 100 6643 130 

13380 110 7320 140.5 

15286 121 7873 151 

16920 130 8319 162 

18329 140 8623 170 

19505 150 9096 183.5 

21082 161 9420 192.5 

22560 170.5 9820 204.5 

24140 180 10168 210 

25561 190.5   

28859 217   
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APPENDIX B 

The following images are not given to scale. Direction of droplet travel is from 

the right side of the page to the left side. 

 

 

 

Figure B-1: Cotton stains at 90° impact angle 
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Figure B-2: Cotton stains at 70° impact angle 

 

 

 

 

Figure B-3: Cotton stains at 50° impact angle 
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Figure B-4: Cotton stains at a 70° impact angle 
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Figure B-5: Cotton stains at a 10° impact angle 
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Figure B-6: 65/35 Polyester cotton stains at a 90° impact angle 
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Figure B-7: 65/35 Polyester cotton stains at a 70° impact angle 
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Figure B-8: 65/35 Polyester cotton stains at a 50° impact angle 
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Figure B-9: 65/35 Polyester cotton stains at a 70° impact angle 
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Figure B-10: 65/35 Polyester cotton parent stains at a 10° impact angle 
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Figure B-11: 100% Shantung silk stains at a 90° impact angle 
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Figure B-12: 100% Shantung silk stains at a 70° impact angle 
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Figure B-13: 100% Shantung silk stains at a 50° impact angle 
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F

igure B-14: 100% Shantung silk stains at a 30° impact angle 

 

 

 

Figure B-15: 100% Shantung silk stains at a 10° impact angle 
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Figure B-16: Paper stains at a 90° impact angle 

 

 

 

 

Figure B-17: Paper stains at a 10° impact angle. Some stains were not at a 

dropping height of 14 cm.  
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Figure B-18: Silk stains immediately after ironing at an impact angle of 50° 

 

 

 

Figure B-18: Silk stains 1 day after ironing at an impact angle of 50° 
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Figure B-19: Silk stains 5 days after ironing at an impact angle of 50° 

 

 

 

 

Figure B-20: Silk stains 7 days after ironing at an impact angle of 50° 

 

 

 


